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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents the results of an in-depth investiga-
tion concerning the vibrational characteristics and seismic analysis
of ground supported, circular cylindrical liquid storage tanks subject
to a horizontal component of earthquake ground motion. The scope of
the study includes empty, partially full, and ~ompletely full tanks.
Simple analytical expressions, in the form of cubic polynomials,
are developed for empty tanks which accurately predict frequencies and
radial mode shapes corresponding to the fundamental mode of vibration'.
These expressions form the'basis of simplified procedures for deter-
'mining shell stresses and displacements, base shears, and overturning
moments induced in empty cylindrical tanks by earthquake ground motion.
The effects of a roof structure and support conditions upon the vibra-
tional characteristics of cylindrical tanks are also examined.
Analytical expressions, also in the form of cubic polynomials,
are developed which accurately determine the fundamental natural fre-
quency of the shell and the" impulsive fluid mass. These expressions
are applicable to tanks both half full and completely full with liquid.
Simple procedures for assessing impulsive hydrodynamic wall pressures,
and the resulting shell stresses, base shears, and overturning moments
induced in flexible tanks by· a horizontal component of earthquake
ground motion are presented'. Numerical comparisons which verify the
accuracy of the procedures developed in this investigation are
provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
~l.l Introduction
The performance of liquid storage tanks during a seismic
event is well documented in the literature (Refs. 10, 19, 25 and 57).
Special importance is assigned to this matter because of the poten-
tially disastrous results associated with liquid storage tank
failures. For example, uncontrnlled fires in the wake of a major
earthquake could result if the water supply is disrupted, and cause
more damage than the earthquake itself. Spillage of flammable
petroleum products and toxic chemicals can cause damage which extends
far beyond the values of the affected tanks and contents.
The circular cylindrical tank, built on grade and usually
constructed in steel (or aluminum) or prestressed concrete is one of
the most common forms of liquid storage vessels. Damage surveys of
tanks that were subjected to actual earthquakes have shown various
modes of failure for these tanks (Refs. 25, 48, 55 and 57). For
steel tanks the most common form of failure observed has been the
buckling of the tank walls due to the development of high compressive
stresses, induced by seismic forces causing' an overturning moment at
the base of the tank. Damage to concrete tanks ranges from cracking
(produced by tensile hoop stresses which develop due to shaking
induced hydrodynamic pressures between the liquid and the tank wall)
-2-
:to total collapse.. Damage to fixed or floating roofs can also
result from liquid sloshing if sufficient freeboard does not exist.
The foregoing examples illustrate the need for simple,
accurate, and practical analytical methods capable of predicting
pressures exerted by the' liquid on the- tank wall and of determining
the resulting shell stresses, base shear, and overturning moment.
The present study addresses- this need.
The following sections of this chapter present the
objectives and scope of the present investigation, and a brief review
of previous research conducted' in the' subject area.
1.2 Previous Research
The development of the early seismic response theories of
liquid storage tanks considered the container to be· rigid. One of
the first inv~stigators, Jacobsen (Refs. 31 and 32), developed
equations for effective hydrodynamic mass and mass moment for the
contents of cylindrical tanks subject to horizontal translation.
Graham and Rodriguez (Ref. 23) simulated the behavior of
the liquid contents of rectangular tanks by an equivalent multi-
degree-af-freedom mechanical spring-mass system, where the different
masses and spring stiffnesses represented, the contributions of the
different sloshing modes of vibration (Ref-. 30).
Housner (Refs. 27 and 28) developed a simplified procedure
for estimating liquid response in seismically excited rigid,
-:3-
rectangular and cylindrical tanks. In that study, the response was
considered to be composed of separate convective and impulsive com-
ponents. The Hausner procedure was later refined and amplified by
the Atomic Energy Commission (Ref. 63).
The aerospace industry hasalsD made significant contri-
butions to research on the dynamic behavior of liquid storage
vessels. The "slosh problem" as related to liquid propellants for
rockets or space vehicles was thoroughly investigated, both analy-
tically and experimentally, by Abramson (Ref. 1). The problem was
further studied by Bauer who developed a comprehensive mathematical
model for applications in the design of fuel tanks in space
vehicles (Ref. 9) '.
Edwards (Ref. 20) was the first investigator to consider
tank flexibility in. establishing the hydrodynamic forces exerted on
ground supported, cylindrical tanks subject to horizontal earthquake
ground motions. He was also the first of several investigators to
employ the finite element technique to the dynamic analysis of liquid
storage tanks. Subsequent finite element investigations were con-
ducted -by Shahan and Nash (Ref'. 60), and Haroun (Ref. 26). In his
study, Haroun also considered effects which complicate the dynamic
behavior of liquid storage tanks such as the effect of initial hoop
stress due to hydrostatic pressure" .the effect of coupling between
liquid sloshing and shell vibration, and the effect of soil flexi-
bility. In all three of the aforementioned finite element investi-
gations it was assumed that the base of the tank was uniformly and
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continuously. connected "about its periphery to a rigid foundation,
and that the tank had no roof structure.
Veletsos (Ref. 64) presented a simple procedure for eval-
uating' the hydrodynamic forces induced ,in flexible liquid filled
cylindrical tanks. This method was based on the assumptions that the
tank behaved as a single-degree-of-freedom.system, that the' cross-
~ection of the tank remained circular during vibration, and that the
heightwise distribution of the deflect,ion was of a prescribed form.
Simplified formulas to obtain the fundamental natural frequencies of
both empty and completely filled (with liquid). cylindrical storage
tanks by" the Rayleigh-Ritz·methbd were later presented by Veleteos
and Yang (Ref. 65). In both of these'studies it was also assumed
that the periphery of the tank b'ase was uniformly and continuously
attached to a rigid foundation, and that the tank had no roof structure.
The 'dynamic ,response·of flexible, liquid-filled cylindrical
tanks subject to a vertical excitation of the base was investigated
by Yang (Ref. 68), and then by Kumar (Ref. 45). In his study Kumar
presented a general modal superposition procedure for the analysis
of the shell-liquid system subject· to a vertical transient excitation
of arbitrary ti~e variations.
Limited experimental investigations of the behavior of
shallow cylindrical liquid ~torage tanks were conducted by' Clough
(Ref. 13), and similar investigations of tall cylindrical liquid
storage tanks ,were conducted by Niwa (Ref. 54). The results of
these experiments indicated that higher order circumferential modes
-5-
of vibration (i ..e. cos ne; refer to Section 2.1 for detailed explana-
tion) may be excited by a lateral earthquake-like disturbance of
the base of the cylindrical tanks, due to inherent imperfections in
the geometry of the shell.
1.3 Objectives
The primary objectives of the present investigation are:
1. To provide information for a better understanding
of the vibrational characteristics of both empty and
liquid-filled cylindrical storage tanks.
2. To develop simplified ~~ocedures ~pplicable to the
dynamic (response spectrum) seismic analysis of
cylindrical liquid storage tanks subject to lateral
earthquake ground motion. -j-
Among the unique contributions of the reported study are:
1. An evaluation of the effects of boundary conditions
on the vibrational·characteristics of cylindrical
tanks,
2. Assessment of the effect of roof structures on the
vibrational characteristics of ·cylindr,ical tanks,
3. Development of simple analytical expressions which
accurately determine the vibrational characteristics
(frequency and mode shape) of flexible cylindrical
storage tanks, and
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4. The development of simplified procedures for assessing
the seismic respon~e (i. e. ""hydrodynamic pressures,
shell stresses" base f?hears, and overturning moments)
of flexible cylindrical liquid storage ~anks.
The investigation described herein was performed in four
phases:
Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV
- Vibrational characteristics of empty
cylindrical tanks
- Vibrational characteristics of liquid-
filled cylindrical. tanks'
- Seismic analysis of empty cylindrical
storage tanks
- Seismic analysis of liquid-filled
cylindrical storage tanks
The subject matt~r of these studies is covered in four chapters, the
scope of which is defined in the following section. Each chapter is
written in a self-contained manner·, and may be read essentially in-
dependently of the others.
1.4 Scope of Study
The vibrational characteristics (i.e. natural frequencies
and mode shapes) of empty cylindrical storage tanks both with and
without roof structures are examined in Chapter 2. This comprehensive
study encompasses a class of tanks having a height to diameter ratio,
-7-
H ID , within the range of 0.1 to 1.5, inclusive, thus including
00.
the transition from shallow (H ID < 0.5) to tall (H ID > 0.75)
o 0- 0 0-
tanks. Special. emphasis is placed upon the free vibration aspects
associated with a circumferential wave number, n, equal to one, and
an axial wavenumber, m, equal to one (refer to Section 2.1 for
details). Simple analytical expressions, in the fo~ of cubic poly-
nomials, are developed which accurately determine th~ natural
frequencies and mode shapes of empty cylindrical tanks associated
with the n = 1 and m = I'mode.
An evaluation of the effects of discrete boundary (or
support) conditions at the tank base upon the vibrational character-
istics of cylindrical tanks are also provided in Chapter 2. The
effects of roof structure on'the vibrational characteristics of
empty tanks are also assessed. in th~s chapter. Analytical expres-
sions, ~imilar to those developed for open-top cylindrical tanks,
for pred,icting natural frequencies and mode shapes of tanks with
roof structure are also presented.
Chapter 3 deals with the vibrational characteristics of
liquid-filled cylindrical storage tanks without roof structure
possessing a height to diameter ratio within the range 0.1 to 1.5
inclusive. Tanks both completely full and half-full with liquid
are_considered. Simple analytical expressions, also in the form of
cubic polynomials, for estimating the natural, frequencies associated
with the n = 1, m = 1 mode are in~roduced.
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In Chapter 4 simplified procedures for assessing the dynamic
seismic response, by the response spectrum technique, of empty
cylindrical storage tanks, both with and without a roof structure,
are presented. For simplicity in the analysis, the t~nk is idealized
as a continuous, single-degree-of-freedom system. Simple expressions
to estimate shell displacements and membrane stresses, base shears,
and overturning moments induced by a horizontal component of earth-
quake ground motion are presented.
The dynamic seismic (via the response spectrum technique)
response of both rigid and flexible liquid-filled,- open-top cylindri-
cal tanks subjected' to horizontal earthquake ground motion is- con~
sidered in Chapter 5. Both the impulsive and convective effects in
rigid· tanks are'analyzed •. Simplified procedures for assessing the
impulsive effects (i.e~ hydrodynamic pressures, shell membrane
stresses, base shears, and overturning moments) induced in.flexible
tanks due to earthquake ground motions are developed. The convective
effects are considered to be independent of tank flexibility and
therefore may be assessed by existing methods available for rigid
tanks.
-9-
2. VIBRATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EMPTY TANKS
2.1 Introduction
A cylindrical shell undergoing free vibration may be de-
formed in a variety of "ways as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where several
configurations are given. The natural modes of free vibration are
defined by two, integers: the number of circumferential waves, n;
and the number of axial waves~ m. Cases of n equal to 0, 1, 2 and 3
are represented in Fig. 1 and the axial, wave forms corresponding to
m equal to 1, 2, 3 and 4 are presented in. Fig. 2. (The variation of
the circumferential response is defined by cos (nQ)). Theoretically
an infinite number of such modes defined by nand m are possible.
Of particular interest in this investigation are the modes
of free vibration associated with circumferential wave number n
equal to 1, which may be excited by' unidirectional lateral excitation
of the base of a uniformly supported' cylindrical shell (Fig. 3). The
lowest mode of this type (that" corresponding to axial wave number
m equal to 1) is referred to as the flexural mode in which the' radial
displacement of the middle surface, w~ is predominant (Fig. 3).
Modes of vibration corresponding to circumferential wave
numbers, n, greater than one are usually not associated with the
classical case of the' lateral vibration of a cantilever cylindrical
shell with uniform boundary conditions at its base (R~fs. 68 and 43).
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However, as often occurs in practice, the base of the shell is at-
tached to its foundation at discrete locations about the circumference.
This practice introduces imperfections into the systems, causing the
mode of vibrations to deviate somewhat from the mod.e shape which
corresponds to n = 1 and be influenced by higher order circumferential
modes (n greater than 1). Such infiltration of higher circumferential
modes, due to noncontinuous boundary conditions at the base of the·
shell, is among the aspects of the free vibration of cylindrical
shells also examined in this investigation.
2.2 Mathematical Model for a Shell
The geometry of shells (i.e., where one dimension, the
thickness, is much smaller than. the other dimensions) does not warrant,
in general, the consideration of the complete three dimensional
elasticity equations. In the development of thin shell theories,
simplification. is accomplished by reducing the shell problem to the
study of the deformations of the reference surface of the shell
(Fig. 4). The geometry of a shell is entirely defined by specifying
the form of the reference surface. and the thickness of the shell at
each point.
The two-dimensional reference surface which describes the
shell, is specified mathematically by (Ref. 35)
x = £1 (7;1' 7:;2)
y = £2 (?;1' ?;2) (2.1)
z- = £3 (sl' 7;2)
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where x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates and Z1. and ~ are coor-
dinates on the reference surface (Fig. 4). The ·parameters ~1 and ~2
constitute a system of curvilinear coordinates for points on the
reference surface, the'position of any point on the surface being
determined by the values of ~l and ~2 at that point (Fig. 5). The
parameter ~3 defines ,the thickness of the shell at the specified point.
The governing equations for a shell require the following
information about the re,ference surface (Ref. 35):
1. The components of metric
2. The components of curvature
The "metric" describes the geometry of the chosen coordinate system
~1' ~2 on the ref~rence surface (Ref. 35). It gives the relationship.
between an increment in a coordinate and the arclength 'along the
coordinate curve between the points 'separated by the increment.
Curvature describes how the surface curves.
The ~l curve alone is first considered (Fig. 5). The metric
component of the ~1 coordinate, denoted by aI' is defined as the
quantity by which d~l must be multiplied-to obtain the length ds! =
(PQl); thus
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then
(2.3)
(2.2)
-+
Introducing the unit tangent vector-for the 1;;1 curve as t 1 ,
-+-
where r is the position vector from the origin of the Cartesian coor-
dinate systems to the point P on the reference surface. Substituting
dS l from Eq. 2.2 into Eq. 2.3, the result is
(2.4)
-+-
drThus the metric component 01 is the magnitude of~, and can be
1
determined from
-+ -+dr dr
dl;l • dl;l
(2.5)
Similarly, for the ~2 curve, the metric component a2 is given by
(2.6)
The procedure for determination of the metric components, a 1
and aZ' as summarized in Ref.- 35, is as follows:
1 W • h i· -+f· h• r1te t e pas t10n vector r 0 a p01nt on t e
reference surface as
where t, rand k are constant unit vectors along the x,
1 = xi + yj + zk (2.7)
y and z axes respectively.
2. Substitute for x, yand z in Eq. 2.7, the description
of the reference surface given in Eq. 2.1.
-+
3. Differentiate r with respect to sl and SZ' and determine
a1 and ~Z from Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6.
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Directions on the reference surface ar'e defined by unit
+ +
tangent vectors t
1
and t z for the sl and Sz curves respectively.
The direction away from the reference surface is defined by the
+
unit tangent vector t 3, determined from
(2.8)
Variables of the shell, such as displacement and forces, can be '
resolved along these unit vectors.
2.2.1 Axisymmetric Shells
Shells for which the geometry (reference surface) and
material properties are symmetric with respect to one straight
axis are known as axisymmetric shells. The reference surface of
an axisymmetric shell is obtained by drawing any plane curve and
revolving it about an axis lying in the plane of the curve (Figs. 6
and 7). This curve is called the ~eridian. Axisymmetric shells
are very common structural elements and are used extensively in
various kinds of containers, tanks, and domes (Ref. 66).
The simplification in the analysis, when going from a
general shell to an axisymmetric shell, is considerable.' This is
so because the geometric and material parameters for an axi-
symmetric shell depend on one coordinate only (rather than two for
a general shell). This transition analysis from the general shell
to an axisymmetric shell is treated in Refs. 35, 43 and 66.
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Because the geometric. and material parameters of an axi-
symmetric shell depend on one coordinate only, the governing equations
can be reduced to a one-dimensional form, thus facilitating the
applications of methods of analysis that are available for the
solutions of boundary value problems which are governed by ordinary
differential equations (Refs. 8 and 35).
2.3 Governing Equations for Axisymmetric Shells
As was cited in the previous section,~f0r· an axisymmetric
shell (Fig. 6) significant,simplifications from the general shell
model can be made. The curvature components, ~1 and ~2' for an axi-
symmetric shell are Q and s, respectively, where 9 is the circum-
ferential coordinate angle and s is the arclength along the mer~dian.
The arclength s is defined by
ds = R d~
o
(2.9)
where 0 is the angle between the axis of the shell and the shell
normal~ + .t 3 , and R0 18 the radius of curvature of the merfdian. The
metric components for an axisymmetric surface, a 1 and a 2 , become
r (Fig. 6) and 1, respectively (Ref. 35).
Referring to Fig. 8 for identification of force and moment
resultants for an element of an axisymmetric shell, the equations
of equilibrium are as follows:
-15-
dN '/1 dN Qg
.!. _9- + J + cos0 (N - N ) + -R· + PfA = 0 (b)
r de ds r 0· e 0 ~
(c)
elM elM
1~ +~ + cos0 (M + M ) - Qn = 0 (d)
r de ds r 90 90 ~
elM elM
..!~ + J + cos0 (M - M ) - Q(j = 0 (e)
r dQ ds . r 0 Q ~
(2.10)
The stress-strain equations are:
E h2 E"h3
where K = and D = , in which E is Young's modulus
1 - v2 12 (1 _ V2)
h is the shell thickness, and V is Poisson's ratio.
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(2 .11)
(c)
(d)
(b)
(f)
(a)
(e)
Ne = K (Ee + VE0)
N0 = K (E0 + VEe)
(1 - v)
Ne0 = N0e= 2 K (ae + a0)
Mg = D (kg + Vk0)
M0 = D (k0 + Vke)
(1 - v)
Mg0 = M0e= 2 D (00 + 0e)
The strain-displacement relations are:
1 dUg ~
e: = - - + cos u +.!.
9 r dQ r 0 r
dU~ w
E =-+-~ ds R~
:r =1. dU~ _ cos~ U
Q r dQ r Q
..
'dw . , u0t3~ = - ds + R~
dt3~
k --o- ds
dee
0=-o ds
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(2.12)
where u0' ug and .w are the displacement components parallel to the
+ -r +
unit vectors t~, t g and t 3 respectively (Fig. 6).
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Axisymmetric deformation of cylindrical shells (Fig. 9)
admit simpler solutions •. By making the substitutions s = z, RI = 0,
o 0
r = a, and 0 = 90 , and setting all torsional variables equal to zero,
the governing equations for a cylindrical shell are:
1. Equilibrium
dN
__z+p =0
dz z
dQ
z
Ng
dz - a + P3 = 0
dM
zdZ - Qz = 0
2. Stress-Strain
N = K(e + VEO)Z z
M = D (k + Vkg)
·z Z
3. Strain-Displacement
kg = 0
du Vw NzE z +_
z - dz - a K
-18-
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)
(2.23)
2.4 Features of 'Shell Vibration
The common mathematical models for thin shells admit a strain
energy expression that consi-sts of two parts: extensional (or
stretching,. or membrane) and flexural (or bending). ~n general, the
extensional energy is produced by the extensional and shear strains in
the middle surface, and, it is proportional to the shell thickness.
Flexural energy is produced by the changes in curvature and torsion
of the middle surface, and it is proportional to the cube of the
thickness (Ref. 38). Because of the curvature in, a shell, the two
systems of differential equations governing the extensional and
flexural deformatiqns are coupled~ and pure extensional or flexural
modes cannot exist.
Lord Rayleigh (Ref. 46) sugge'sted that during vibration the
resulting displacement. field of a shell will, in general, include
terms for both stretch~ng and bend~ng, and any expression for the
en~rgy will be of the' form
Ah (extensions)2 + Bh3 (bending)2
where A and B are constants, and h is the shell thickness. The
question of whether the flexural or extensional energy terms are the
dominant ones in the vibrations of thin shells was finally resolved
by Ross (Ref. 59). He found that if the boundary conditions involve
anyone of the: ..displacements that are tangential teD the· middle. surface,
then the lowest frequency is independent of the shell thickness (for
a cylindrical shell, the lowest frequency would be that associated
with a circumferential wave number n = 1, and an axial wave number
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m = 1). Thus, the overall problem of the identification of the
parameters that govern the frequency can be directly related to the
boundary conditions. If the tangential displacements of the mid-
surface are restricted at an edge" the 'flexural energy will become
negligible in comparison to the extensional energy for sufficiently
small, values of thickness. For shells with free. edges, the exten-
sional energy is negligible.
In the present investigation, the vibration of cylindrical
storage tanks such as those depicted in Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are pri-
marily extensional in nature. Therefore, the fundamental natural
frequencies (m = 1, n = 1) of these shells are independent of their
thickness. This critical fact was the' underlying principle in the
development of the' simplified expressions for the determination of
the natural frequencies of cylindrical tanks which are presented
in Section 2.6 of this investigation.
2.5 Solution Scheme for Sh~11·Free·Vibratiort:Pr6blems
Although the general shell equations can be regarded as
known since 1898, and the specific procedure for obtaining the
complete solution of the free vibration prob~em of a finite cylin-
drical shell was contained in Love's work (Ref. 47) in 1927, numer-
ical solutions of the complete free vibration problem began to
appear only in the mid to late 1930's (Ref. 38). The complete
boundary value problem was solved in detail by Arnold and Warburton
(Ref. 5) and the effect of edge conditions on the natural
-20-
frequency of free vibration of a finite cylindri~al shell was
examined by Forsberg (Ref. 22)'. However·, the free vibration
problems. treated in the aforementioned case studies were intended
to reveal general behavior of a vibrating shell and the methods of
analysis employed do not lend themselves favorably to practical
applications. For certain classes of shell geometries, however,
specialized methods (other than the finite element method) are
available. One such method developed by Kalnins (Ref. 33) is
employed in this investigation.
The Kalnins method used a computer-oriented procedure that
ca n be applied to the free vibration problem of an arbitrary shell
of revolution.. The method. is applicable to general boundary value
problems governed by any number of ordinary first order differential
equations. In the absence of any external loads, the fundamental
equations can be written in matrix form:
d{y(x)}
dx = [A(x)]' {y(x)} (2.24)
where x is an independent variable,· {y(~)} is a column matrix whose
elements represent m fundamental variables, and [A(x)] is an (m, m)
coefficient matrix whose elements are piecewise in an interval of x
denoted by (a, b), where a < x < b. The system of Eqs. (2.24)
together with m/2 homogeneous boundary conditions at each end point
of the interval (x = a and x = b), form an eigenvalue problem.
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The variables of the classical theory of shells used in this
analysis are assumed to be separable in the form
w w
n
u0 u0n
B0 B0n
Q(6 Q~n ( cos (n9))
= 1 . (2.25)N0 N0n l s~n (nQ)
Ne Nen
M0 M0n
Me Men
'.~ U
Q ugn
Bg Ben
(n9)!... .f sin
N0Q = N0Qn (2.26)l cos (ne)
M0Q M~Qn
Qg Qgn
where n = any integer. The independent variaple x can be regarded as
either the angle 0 between the normal and the axis o~ symmetry of the
shell, or the distance s, as shown in Fig. 12.
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The (8,1) matrix of fundamental variables,' {Y(x)} is
defined as
w (x)
n
U(iln (x)
USn (x)
B(6n (x)
> {y (x)} = Q (x)
n
(2.27)
N~ (x)
N (x)
n
~n (x)
The non-zero elements A.. of the (8,8) coefficient matrix [A (x)] can
~,J
b'e written in the form (when x is defined as s)
A = 1:- A 11,2 R(il , 1,4 = ,
- P, A2 ,2 = - vcos(il, A2 ,3
n
= - r~
1 A = ~nGD sin 20
A2 ,6 = K,' 3 l' 3
, Kr
A3 2 = n (1 - GDJ sin(6 )/r, Kr'
A (1 - GDH sK.i_~,nr(il ) cos(il A 4 = 2n GD sin0 ,3,3 = . -r-' 3, Kr2
Vn sin0
2
r
= -= -
A· ..,~- 2 (1 - GD· sin2Jfb)- (1 - v) k,
3,7 - Kr2
vn2
2 '
r
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v cos0Ai.,4 = - r'
A =K (1 - v2) sin 20 - n2 GDJ (1 - v) cos30,5,2 2 2r r
2
A (1 _ ~,2) (K + n D) -sin053=n v 2 -2-
, r r
- n GDH (1 - v) cos20 r 3 - n 3 Eh3 Si~~ 2 '
12r L
AS,4 = n
2D (1 - v) (1 + v + 2G) cO;0
r
cos(lJ
=
- -r-' AS,6 = P,
A6,1 ~ K (1 - v 2) sin20 - n2 GDJ (1 - v) cos02r2 2r2
A6,2 = K (1 - V
2 ) co~20 + n2 GDJH (1 - v) co~0,
r 2r
2
A6 ,3 = uK (1 - v
2) co~ 0 + nGDJH (1 - v) cos~,
r 2r
A = - n GDJ (1 - v)
6,4 2
r
A = - (1 _ ,\) cos(lJ6,6 v -r---'
1
= - R~'
A6 7 = - n (1 - GDJ sin0), Kr
A7,2 = A6,3'
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2 S'~n2d) (1 _'v2)Ai 3 = n (I\ + D ...2 'fJ 2
, r r
A7 4 = - nD (1 - v) [GIl - (1 + v) s;n~] CO~~
, r
= _ (2 -GDH sin~) cos~
A7,7 kr r
2 2 2 Eh3AS,4 = D (1 - V)[(1 + v) cos 0 + 2n G] - ~ ----2'12L
AS,S = 1, A = - (1 - v) cos~8,8 r ·
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where
E = Young's Modulus
G = 1/ (1 + D. sin20/l<.r2)
H = l/R _ sin~
o r
J = -.l. + sin0
R(6 r
L = some characteristic length of shell
p = .l:- + V sin~
R0 r
Eh3D =-----
12(1 - V2)
EhK = -...:----
(1 _ \)2)
and
n = a non-dimensional frequency parameter,
which is defined as the ratio of the product
of the natural frequency and some length
characteristic, L, of the shell to the speed
of sound (WL)
c
where
c = the speed of sound.
The solution of the boundary value problem governed by ,the
system of Eqs. 2.24 is outlined as follows. At .the ends of interval
(a,b) the boundary conditions are
where [W(x)] is an (m,m) matrix whose columns represent m linearly
where [Tal, [Tbl are given (m,m) matrices and {g} is a given (m,l)
matrix. The solution of Eqs. 2.24 is
[T) {y(a)} + [Tb ] {y(b)} = {g}
{y(x)} + [W(x)] {c} = {d(x)}
(2.28)
(2.29)
independent solutions of the homogeneous governing equations,· {d(x)}
is a particular .solution of Eqs. 2.24; and' {c} denotes a column
matrix of m arbit.rary constants.
Since the only requirment of the columns of [W(x)] is that
they be linerarly independent solutions of the system of Eqs. 2.24, in
place of [W(x)] in the interval (a,b) a matrix of linear combina-
tions of the solutions of Eqs. 2.24 may be employed, which at x = a
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reduces to a unit matrix [I]. This is done by evaluating Eqs. (2.29)
at x = a
{y(a)} = [W(a) {c} + d(a)}
solving for' {c}
(2.30)
{ -1c} = [W(a)] '{y(a)}- [W(a)]-l {d(a)} (2.31)
and replacing c in Eqs. (2.29) by Eqs. (2.31) to give
. {y(x)} ='.[Y(?t)]' {y(a)} +' {z(x)}
where
[Y(x)] = [W(x)][W(a)]-l
{z(x)} = {d(x)} - [W(x)][W(a)]-l.{d(a)}
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34).
The columns of [Y(~)] and {z(x)} are solutions of the m initial
value problems giv~n by
d [;Y(a)] = [A(x)] [Y(x,) ], [. (a)] = [I]
dx
~ {z(x)} = [A(x)]{z(x)}, {z(a)} = 0
dx
(2.35)
(2.36).
Evaluating Eqs. (2.32) at x = b and substituting into Eqs. (2.28),
then solving for' {y(a)}, the result is
At, this point all unknowns at the beginning of the interval have
been determined. The solutions can be regarded as determined
throughout the interval from- o~e more solution of initial value
problem.
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For free vibration problems~ Eqs~ (2.32) constitutes a
linear homogeneous system of; equations with ; unknown elements of
{y(a)}. Requiring the vanishing of the determinant of the coefficient
matrix of this system of equations gives the frequency equation and
natural frequencies of the systems and a solution for {y(a)}. Once
all elements of {y(a)} are known, the mode shapes corresponding to
a particular frequency can be obtained from Eqs. (2.32). Details of
this procedure can be found in Ref. 33.
2.6 Free Vibration of Open-Top Cylindrical Tanks
In this section of the investigation, simplified expressions
for the determination of natural frequencies and mode shapes for open-
top cylindrical storage tanks, similar "to the one' shown in· Fig. 8,
are developed. The frequencies and mode shapes of concern are those
associated with a circumferential wave number n = 1, and an axial
wave number m' = 1. These simplified expressions are applicable to a
class of tanks whose height (H ) to diameter (D ) ratio (H /D ) falls
0" 0 0 0
within the range 0.1 - 1.5 inclusive. This range encompasses the
categories of both shallow (H /D < 0.5) and t~11 (H,/D: > 0.75) tanks~
00- 00-'
and includes all tanks within the practically important range of
0.1 < H, ID < 0.7.
- 0 0 -.
To develop a data base for the' fundamental frequencies and
mode shapes for the aforementioned class of cylindrical tanks, a
detailed parametric study was conducted. The prototype tanks (Fig. 9)
had the following dimensions and material properties:
D (diameter) = 30.48 m (100.0 ft)
o
h (shell wall ,thickness) = 6.35 nun (0.25 in)
E (Young's Modulus) = 206900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
s
3p (mass density of shell) = 20.3 (Kg/m) (.000733 Ib
s
(.000733lb-sec. 2/in4)
V (Poisson's ratio) = 0.3
The tank height, H , was varied from 3.048 m (10 ft) to 45.72 m
o
(150 ft) at 3.048 mincrements to accommodate the aspect ratio
(H ID ) range of 0.1 to 1.5. Since the shell natural frequency cor-
o 0
responding to an axial wave number m = 1 and a circumferential wave
number n = 1 is not affected by the wa'll thickness, h (refer to
Section 2.4) a constant value for the wall thickness for all pro-
totype tanks is justified.
In "this phase of' the study, the tank mod'el did not
include any roof structure'. It was assumed "that the tank was fixed
to a non-yielding support, with uniform boundary conditions at its
base defined by the shell displacement constraints
u = 0, v = 0, w = 0,
The analytical technique employed for the free vibration
analysis was that described in Section 2.5, which was implemented
through computer program KSHEL (Ref. 34).
The results of the· free vibration analysis for the natural
frequencies are represented in Fig. 13. The values of the natural
frequency, w, are non-dimensionalized with respect to the maximum
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frequency in the group (52.52 cycles/sec), that correspond, to a
(H /D ) ratio = 0.1, and are plotted against the tank height to
o 0
diameter ratio (H /D ).
o a
A regression analysis was conducted on the £requency data
generated in the parametric study for the purpose of attaining a
simple expression to delineate the relationship between the non-
dimensionalized frequencies (Fig. 13) and tank aspect ratio (H ID ) .
o o.
The resulting expression, a cubic polynominal, is given by
H
1 (~) =D
o
Cl + Cz (H ID ) + C3 (H ID )2 + C4 (H ID )3o 0 0 0 0 0
(2.38)
where f (H ID ) is the non-dimensionalized frequency function for any
o 0
particular (Ho/D
o
) ratio, and C1 , C2, C3 and C4 are the cubic poly-
nomial coefficients. To guarantee the greatest possible accuracy of
the polynomial approximation, two sets of coefficients were extracted
from the regression analys-is; one set applicable to the range 0.1 ~
H
H /D < .65, and the other set for the range 0.65 < nO < 1.5. This
o 0-
o
arrangement also facilitates the transition from shallow to tall
tanks without appreciable error. The coefficients to be used in con-
junction with Eq. 2.38 are presented in Table 1. In Fig. 14 the com-
parison of the analytical results for w/w versus H ID with those
max' 0 0
obtained from Eq. 2.38" is illustrated; excellent correlation is noted.
As was exp'lained in Section 2.4, since the natural frequency
of a cylindrical shell associated with a circumferential wave number
n = 1 and an axial wave number m = 1, is primarily extensional in
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nature, the natural frequencies of the class of cylindrical tanks
under consideration are independent of their thickness. Therefore,
the natural frequency of any cylindrical tank having an (H ID ) ratio
o 0
within the range 0.1 to 1.5 inclusive, may be determined from Eq.
2.3'8, used in conjunction with certain charac·teristics of the height
and diameter of ~the tank only. The simplified expression relating,
the natural frequency (n = 1, m = 1) to the (H In ) ratio of the
o 0
cylindrical tank is given by
f
:(f(H, In )]
o 0
D Cf
o
(2.39)
where f is the natural frequency of the tank in cycles per second,
f(H ID ) is the non-dimensionalized frequency function determined by
o 0
Eq. 2.38" Cf ~ 1600.2 m/sec (5252.0 ft/sec) is the frequency constant,
and D is the diameter of the tank in meters (feet).
o·
To test the accuracy of Eq. 2.39, numerical comparisons were
made with the findings of several other investigators. The bench
mark case is a cylindrical tank first analyzed by ,Edwards (Ref. 20).
The empty cylindrical tank had the following dimensions and material
properties:
H = 25.92 m (40 ft) E = 206.,900 MN/m2 (30~000 ksi)a s
D = 36.58 iIi (120 ft)0
Ps = 20;3 kg/~ (.000733 ~-sec.2/in4)
h = 25.4 rom (1 in) v = 0.3
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The natural frequency (corresponding to the n = 1, m = 1 mode)
determined from Eq. 2.39 was 34.08 cycles/sec. This result is compared
with those obtained by Shaaban and Nash (Ref. 60), Haroun ... (Ref. 26),
and Edwards (Ref. 30), and values are presented in Table 2. The
validity and accuracy of Eq. 2~39' are verified by this comparison.
Although the data base for the formulation of Eqs. 2.33 and
2.34 was compiled from the analytical results for a steel structure
having material properties E = 206,900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi) and p =
s s
20.3 kg/m3 (.000733 lb~sec.2/in4), Eq. 2.39 may be modified to accom-
modate tanks fabricated from any linearly elastic material. The
modified expression is given by
(2.40)
where E and p are Young's Modulus and the mass density, respectively,
of the material used for fabrication of the tank.
The mode shape (m = 1, n = 1) for a cylindrical shell can be
completely defined by the three displacement components v, u and w
the circumferential, axial, and radial displacements respectively.
For all three components, the variation along, the length or height
of the shell is similar; zero at the fixed base of the shell,
increasing to their maximum value at the top. The magnitudes of u,
v and ware normalized with respect to the largest value of dis-
placement in the field so that the maximum value is 1.0. The
maximum normalized values of u, v and w which occur at the top of the
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shell are summarized in Table 3 for fifteen values of (H ID ) in
o 0
the range 0.1 - 1.5. From Table 3 it can be observed that the axial
displacement component u is relatively insignificant for the entire
range 0.1 - 1.5. It can also be' observed that for values of (H ID )
o 0
< 0.4, the circumferential displacement v is also relatively insig-
nificant. However for larger values of H ID the circumferential
o 0
displacement becomes more significant and is approximately equivalent
in magnitude to the'radia1 displacement at H ID = 1.5. This suggests
o 0
that for tanks with an (H ID ) < 0.4, the m = 1, n = 1 mode shape is
o 0
accompanied by very little distortion of the cross-section, that is,
the shell cross-section remains circular during vibration. However,
for larger values of H ID , significant circumferential displacements
o 0
occur, thus causing the cross-section to devi~te from its circular
shape and assume more of an eliptical form.
Therefore, 'allowing for vary~ng degrees of distortion in the
cross-section, due to circumferential displacements, the mode shape
of the tank may be essentially described by the radial displacement
component w. The variation of walong the height of the tank is
illustrated in Fig. 15 for several cases of (H ID). The maximum
, 0 0
displacement occurs at the top of the tank and all other values are
non-dimensionalized with respect to that quantity, so that the
maximum value is always equal to 1.0. For each of the free vibration
analyses conducted in the parametric study, a regression analysis
was performed on the radial displacement component data, in a manner
similar to that done for the natural frequencies. The resulting
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expression, also a cubic polynomial, describes the relationship
between the radial displacement, w, and the tank height parameter
(z/H). This expression is given by
o
(2.41)
where w (z/H ) is the radial displacement function, (z/H ) is the
0" 0
height parameter such that a < (z/H
o
) <1.0, and CI , C2 , C3 and C4 are
cubic polynomial coefficients. These coefficients, which are a
function of the (H /D ) ratio, must in turn be determined from the
o 0
expression
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2.42)
wher~ Ali' A2i , A3i and A4i are also cubic polynomial coefficients,
which themselves were determined from a regression. analysis of the C.
1
coefficients, and" are -listed in Table 4. Finally, to minimize the
error in determining the.coefficients C. of Eq. 2.41, and to ensure
1
that the maximum radial displacement component is equal to 1.0, the
corrected expression relating radial displacement versus tank height
becomes
w (z/H ) = w (z/H ) C
o 0 w
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(2.43)
where w (z/H ) is the radial displacement parameter determined from
o
Eq. 2.41 and
c =
w
'l~O
4
E c.
i=l 1 '
To test the accuracy of the simplified expressions of Eqs.
-2.41, 2.42 and 2.43 numerical comparisons with the results of other
investigators were made. For the bench mark case referred to
previously in this section, the fundamental mode of vibration of the
radial displacement ~ was computed and is presented ~n Table 5 along
with the results of Ref. 26.
are noted.
Once agairi, excellent correlations
2~7 Effect of Roof Structure 'on-the 'Free Vibration of Empty Tanks
In, practice, very rarely 'are cylindrical storage tanks
constructed without some sort of roof structure., The American
Petroleum Institute (Refs. 3 and 4) defines two basic categories of
roof systems: (1) self-supporting roof and (2) supported roof; an
example of the former which is supported only.at its periphery is
illustrated in Fig. 10. An. example of the latter, supported by
rafters and trusses, is illustrated in Fig. 16. In either case,
the mass of the roof system can represent an appreciable portion of
the mass of the total structure, thus significantly influencing the
overall vibrational characteristics of the tank.
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The parametric study for open-top cylindrical shells dis-
cussed in Section 2.6 was extended to include 'tanks with roof
structures. In this phase of the investigation a circular plate
attached at its periphery to the top of the shell was incorporated
into the cylindrical tank model (Fig. 17). The roof mass was then
related to the mass of the tank cylinder via the tank wall thickness
in the following manner.
Realizing that
D 2
0 hm a, 4r r
and
m a, 7fD H h
c 0 0
it follows, that
m D h
r 0 r"
-=
m 4 H h
c 0
and h~ = K h
r r
4 m H
where K -r 0=---
r m D
c 0
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.48)
Therefore, through the use of Eq. 2.47 a~y roof structure may be
represented by an equivalent circular plate of thickness h (Eq.
r
2.47); where m is the mass of the roof and 'its supporting rafters
r
and trusses, and m is the mass of the tank cylinder. It should be
c
noted here that since the roofs of typical cylindrical storage tanks
have a very small pitch, the approximation of a circular plate at the
top of the cylinder is not unreasonable for most instances.
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The free vibration analysis was conducted over the same
(H /D ) range specified for the open-top tanks, O~l to 1.5 inclusive,
o 0
and for values of roof mass coefficient, K = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. The
r
results of the free vibration -analysis for the natural frequencies for
the cases corresponding to K = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 and K = 0 (open-top
r r
case) are plotted in Fig. 18. The values of the frequencies are
normalized with respect to that of an open-top tank with (H In ) ratio
o a
= 0.1 (52.52 cycles/sec). From these r~sults it can be concluded that
the net effect of the roof mass is to lower the natural frequency of
the structure. The reduction in frequency is more critical in the
lower H /D range, or shallow. tanks, where the roof mass represents a
a a
greater portion of the total mass of the structure, than it is in the
higher H /D range (tall tanks). The increase in stiffness provided
o .0
the structure due to the addition of roof structure is negligible,
since the vibrational mode of the shell is primarily extensional in
nature.
A regression analysis was. conducted on the frequency data
obtained in the free vibration analysis of tanks with roof structure.
The relationship of non-dimensionalized frequency 'versus tank aspect
ratio (H ID .:), for values of roof mass coefficient K = 1.0, 2.0 and
o 0 r
3.0 was modeled with a cubic polynomial in a manner similar to that
done for the case of the open-top tanks. Thus the natural frequencies
of cylindrical tanks with roof structures may also be determined from
Eqs •. 2.38 and 2.39. The cubic polynomial coefficients to be used in
Eq. 2.38 for the cases K = 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 appear in Table 6.
r
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To determine the frequency of tanks whose roof mass parameter K is
r
not exactly equal to 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0, linear interpolation is recom-'
mended.
A regression analysis was also performe~ on the radial dis-
placement component data obtained from the free vibration analysis of
cylindrical tanks with roof structures. Once again, a cubic poly-
nomial was selected to represent the relationship between the radial
displacement, w', and the tank height parameter (z/H). The expres-
o
sions given by Eqs. 2.41, 2.42 and 2.43 to be used for the analysis of
open-top tanks are also applicable to the analysis of tanks with roof
structures. The coefficients Ali' A2i , A3i and A4i to be used in Eq.
2.42 to determine the C. coefficients for use in Eq. 2.41 are listed
1
in Table 7, (a), (b) and (c) for roof mass parameters .K
r
= 1.0, ,2.0 or
3.0, respectively. To determine the mode shape of cylindrical tanks
whose roof mass parameter K is not exactly equal to 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0,
r
linear interpolation is recommended once again.
To summarize, the roof structure of cylindrical storage tanks
has been modeled by an equivalent circular plate attached at its peri-
phery to the top of the cylinder. The roof structure contributes very
little to the overall stiffness of the structure, yet can increase the
total mass of the system appreciably, such that the net effect is a
lowering of the natural frequency of the tank. The 'same expressions
used for the determination of natural frequency and mode shape for
the open-top tanks, are applicable to the free vibration analysis of
tanks with roof structures as well, merely by' implementing the appro-
priate coefficients into these expressions.
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of Cylindrical Tanks
In the analyses conducted up to this point, it has been
...
assumed that the shell base is uniformly supported along its perimeter.
In practice however this is rarely~ if ever, the situation.
Usually the tank is connected at its base to a foundation by anchor
bolts located at discrete locations along the periphery. A typical
anchorage ·detail for the cylindrical storage tank of Fig. 10 is
illustrated in Fig. 11 (a) and (b).
The object of this phase of the investigation is to determine
whether the vibrational characteristics (i.e. frequency and mode shape)
of cylindrical storage tanks are significantly influenced by the
manner in which the shells are attached to their foundation. For
this study, the finite element method of analysis was employed.
Because of the flexibility of the finite element- method in defining
different structural configurations with minimal changes in the basic
analytical procedure, it offers grea't advantages •. However, the maj or
shortcoming of the method is the possible need to employ a large
number of degrees of freedom to accurately describe the vibrational
characteristics of the structural system. Th~refore, in order to
define the optimal finite element discretization, a pilot investi-
gation wa~ undertaken, the findings of which are summarized in Refs.
41 and 42.
The shell was discretized as a combination of rectangular
flat shell elements with flexural and membrane stiffness capability
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using the general purpose finite element program SAPIV (Ref. 7). The
membrane action is defined by a combination of four constant strain
triangles. Even with a coarse finite element discretization, this
type of representation would yield fully acceptable results provided
that there will not be a very steep gradient of membrane stresses
within- the shell element (Ref. 6). The flexural behavior of the
elemen"t is defined by combining four linear-curvature-compatible
(LCCT9) triangular plate bending elements (Refs. 15, 21). Past
experience with this plate bending element in simulating the earth-
quake response of circular chimneys has been fully satisfactory
(Ref. 40).
The finite element investigation included" a famdly of tanks
with aspect ratios, (H lD ), of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,_ 0.75, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5
a 0
and 2.0. The results of the analysis for the case, of H /D = 1.0
. a a
typify the general trends observed "in the investigation. Therefore, ~
only the findings pertaining to this single case are examined here.
The structure under consideration (H /D = 1.0) had the"
a 0
following dimensions and material properties:
H = 9.14 m (30 ft)
o
D = 9.14 m (30 ft)
o
E = 206,900 MN!m2 (30,000 ksi)
s
h = 4.76 mm (0.1875 in) v= 0.3
The circular cross-section of the shell was modeled as a polygon
due to the use of the flat shell elements. A massless bottom plate,
having the same thickness as the shell wall, h, connected at its
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·periphery to- the base of the cylinder was incorporated into the model
to simulate any circumferential and radial constraint which may exist
in practical situations. The complete finite element model consisted
of 164 flat plate elements and 174 nodal points (approximately 1000
degrees of freedom). An isometric view of the discretization is
shown in Fig. 19.
A horizontal cross-section of the finite element discretiza-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 20. From this figure it can be seen that
the nodal points are symmetrically located around the perimeter of
the tank at increments of twenty d-egrees. The boundary conditions
at the base of the tank are determined from the constraint of the
displacement field assigned to these nodes along the perimeter of the
tank-bottom. Four cases of anchorage conditions were investigated
1. Support's at 20° (assumed full fixity)
2. Supports at 400
3. Supports at 600
4. Supports at 1200
The specified boundary conditions for each case are as follows:
Case 1: u, v, w, S0 = 0 at each nodal point
Case 2: u, v, w, 80 = 0 at every other nodal point
u = 0 .elsewhere
Case 3: u, v, w, a~ = 0 at every third nodal point,
u = 0 elsewhere
Case 4: u, v, w, 80 = 0 at every sixth nodal point,
u = 0 elsewhere.
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An illustration of these four support conditions is also represented
in Fig. 20.
The natural frequency for the tank (H ID = 1.0) under the
o 0
condition of full base fixity (Case 1) was determined to be 51.58 cps,
with the mode shape exhibiting the familar characteristics of the
m = 1, n = 1 configuration. Frequencies for this tank corresponding
to higher circumferential modes, n = 2 through n = 10,' are listed in
Table 8. These frequencies were non-dimensionalized with respect to
that value of frequency corresponding to n = 1 (51.58 cps), and the
relation w/w versus nis presented- in Fig. 21; wher.e M is the
n=l '. .
natural frequency corresponding to any circumferential wave number
n, and wh=l is the natural frequency corresponding to circumferential
wave number n = 1. From this relationship it is observed that the
natural frequency-of the tank decreases as the number of circum-
ferential waves increase, until the minimum value is attained at
n = 7; from that point on, a very gradual increase in frequency is
cited with increasing number of circumferential waves. This trend' is
typical of all cylindrical shells.
The circumferential mode shapes corresponding to the axial
mode m = 1, for boundary condition cases 2, 3,and 4, are presented
in Figs. 22, 23 and 24 respectively. The circumferential mode shapes
appearing in these figures .do not resemble the n = 1 wave, but
exhibit a form influenced by higher circumferential wave numbers,
n = 4 and n = 5 specifically. The natural frequencies associated
with these modes are listed in Table 9. These results tend to
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indicate that the non-uniform boundary conditions of cases 2, 3 and
4 promote participation of higher circumferential wave forms
resulting in a lowering of the natural frequency of the tank.
It must be understood that the circumferential modes
resulting in the non-uniform boundary condition cases are not the
pure n = 4 or n = 5 modes, ~ut rather are a consequence of a
b,lending or coupling of the n = 1 mode with then = 4 or n = 5 modes.
The extent of this "mode coupling" can be assessed quantitatively
by an examination of the pertinent mode shapes (Figs. 22, 23 and 24)
and frequencies (Table 9). The obvious general conclusion is that
for a decreasing number of support points, the participation of the
higher circumferential modes is more prominent during vibration.
Stated in another manner, as the boundary conditions at the base of
the tank deviate from the ideal uniformly fixed condition, the "mode
coupling" phenomenon becomes increasingly stronger'.
The sensitivity of the shell vibrations. to increased
thickness of the" bottom plate was also examined, however, no
significant contribution could be ascertained.
In summary, the dynamic characteristics of the shell are
affected by the manner in which it is attached to its foundation.
The basic consequence of non-uniformity of boundary conditions at
the base of the tank upon free vibration is the coupling of the
n = 1 circumferential mode with higher circumferential modes, such
as n = 4 and n = 5. The greater the deviation from the fully fixed
base condition (or for fewer connection points), the greater is the
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"mode coupling".or influence of higher circumferential modes ,upon
the free vibration of the shell. This mixed-mode response is not
disadvantageous provided it is realized that the associated
frequency can be materially less than that corresponding to the
n = 1 mode.
To be sure, these-findings, based on 64 finite element case
studies, are by no means 'conclusive. Yet to be determined is the
relationship -between 'mode coupling and natural frequency with the
number of discrete support locations for any particular shell.
Further insight into this complicated phenomenon warrants additional
research·.
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3. VIBRATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIQUID FILLED CYLINDRICAL TANKS
3.1 Introduction
The results of the investigation of the horizontal free vibra-
tion of liquid-filled cylindrical storage tanks are presented in this
chapter. The system considered is shown in Fig. 25. It is a circular
cylindrical tank of diameter' D (radius a) and height H fixed to a
o 0
rigid base-. The tank is presumed to be filled with a liquid of mass
density, PL, to a level ~ (Fig. 25). The upper surface of the liquid
is considered to be free'.
There are two major cases of vibration associated with the
system under consideration, for which the circumferen~ial variation
of the response is described by cos(nQ) (n is called the circumfer-
entia! wave number and Q is the circumferential coordinate angle;
refer to Section 2.1' for a detailed explanation). Case (1) corres-
ponds to solutions with n = 1 (Fig. l)and is often called lateral
sloshing. Case (2) is often called breathing vibration, and it
corresponds to all vibrations where n does not equal one (Fig. 1).
This investigation is concerned with Case (1) only, that is lateral
sloshing modes with n = 1.
The liquid and the' shell structure are two separate systems
that are coupled. Each system, acting alone, has an infinite number
of modes of free vibration. If the coupled system is excited with
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some forcing fr~quency Q, then the response will also have the
frequency Q. The magnitude of the response will depend on the
location of the forcing frequency, Q, with respect to the natural
frequencies of the coupled system (Ref. 34).
In this chapter the simulation of the coupling of the shell
with the liquid is described and simplified expressions which accur-
ately determine the fundamental natural frequencies of the liquid-
shell system are developed.
3.2 Basic Concepts and Theory
The general behavior of fluid vibrating in a tank can be
described based upon the experimental and analytical results pre-
sented in Refs. 1, 27, 28 and 37. The fluid contained in. the tank
is essentially divided into two zones (Fig. 25). The lower zone of
fluid represents a mass which is constrained and tends to move as a
rigid body with the motion of the vessel. The upper zone of fluid
represents a mass which tends to move in a sloshing mode.
The exact mathematical procedur~ for describing fluid
oscillations in a moving container is extremely complex. Therefore,
the following simplifying assumptions are, generally employed (Ref. 1):
1. NonviscQu's fluid
2·. Incompressible fluid
3. Small displacements, velocities and slopes
of the liquid free surface
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4. Irrotational flow field
5. Homogeneous fluid
The assumption of irrotational flow insures the -existence of a fluid
velocity potential,~, which must satisfy the Laplace' equation (Ref. 1)
(3.1)
Referring to the cylindrical coordinate system (r, z, Q) shown in
Fig. 25, the Laplace equation of motion for the fluid can b,e written
as
The mathematical boundary 'conditions for the solution for ~ are as
follows (Ref. 1): .
1. At the tank walls (@ r = a, refer to Fig. 25)
(3.3)
where ~~ is the normal component of the tank wall
velocity.
2. At the tank bottom (@ z = 0), the axial component
of the liquid velocity must equal zero, therefore
dq> 0a;= (3.4)
3. At the liquid free surface (@ z = ~), imposing the
condition that the fluid particles must stay on the
surface, it follows" that
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(3.5)
where g is the acceleration of gravity.
The dynamic pressure can be determined by imposing Bernoulli's
law and is given by
where PL is the mass density of the fluid. The total pressure p is
the sum of the dyna~ic pressure Pd and the hydrostatic pressure Ps and
is expressed by
= - (3.7) .
Conceptually, it is advantageous to replace a fluid whose
behavior is governed by Eqs. 3.2 through 3.5 with' a system of lumped
masses and springs. Such mechanical models have been formulated
(Refs. 1, 28 and. 63) by introducing the assumption that the tank can
be considered as rigid. One of the obJectives of this chapter will
be to describe a procedure for determining natural frequencies of a
flexible shell-fluid system from modified concep-ts of the mechanical
analogs devised for rigid container systems. '
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3.3 Mechanical Analogs· for Liquids Sloshing"" in Rigid Cylindrical
Containers
According to the theoretical developments of Ref. 1, a com-
plete mechanical analog for transverse sloshing must include an
infinite number of oscillating masses, one for each of the normal
sloshing modes. Such a system, referred to us a complex mechanical
analog, is depicted in Fig. 26. It consists of o~e mass~ m
o
' rigidly
attached to the container at elevation h and an infinite number of
o
masses m (n = 1~ 2, 3, •..00) attached to the container with springs
n
at elevations h. The" mass m represents the "constrained" fluid
n 0
which tends to move as a rigid body with the motion of the vessel,
and the masses m represent the' fluid which tends to move in a
it
sloshing mode. The springs which attach the" sloshing masses to the
walls of the tank have a stiffness K •
n
Th . i £ .. f h" th 1 hi' f fe equat on 0 motJ.on ··0 - ten s as ng mass _or ree
vibration is
(3.8)
th
where u is, the displacement of the n mass relative to the tank.
n
Then the natural frequency of the nth sloshing mass is determined
from
w 2
n
K
n
=-
m
n
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(3.9)
Physic~11y, each mass in' the mechanical system corresponds
to the effective mass of the liquid that oscillates in each particular
slosh mode', and, from its relative size, it is possible to assess
how significant that mode is. A detailed analysis conducted in
Chapter 6 of Ref~ 1 indicates that the si~e of these spring-mass
elements decreases rapidly with increasing mode number (i.e. as n
increases). Thus it'is generally acceptable to include in the
mechanical model only the spring~mass corresponding to the fundamental
mode, without appreciably affecting the dynamic response of the
system.
A simple mechanical model for cylindrical tanks is shown in
Fig. 27. An analytical derivation of the' model parameters fil , K1 ,
hI and h
o
is' includedc,.in Ref. 1, where
ml = equivalent mass of fundamen'tal sloshing mode
1<1 = spring constant for fundamental sloshing mass
h· = height of sloshing mass ml measured from base1
of tank
h = height 0.£'- stationary mass m measured from
o 0
base of tank
The analytical expressions for.the determination of these model
parameters are presented in Table 10. The fixed or stationary mass
m can be calculated by the equation
o
m = DL - m,
o ' 'r 1
where ll\r is the total mass of fluid in the tank.
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(3.10)
In the development of some simple.mechanical models (Refs.
28 and 63), the stationary fluid mass, m , is given the value it
o
would have if all. "the modal sloshing masses m (n = 1, 2, ••• (0) were
, n
included in the model. Thus, since only one of the modal masses is
actually included', the total fluid mass of the real system, ~, is
slightly larger than the fluid mass 6£ the simple mechanical model
(3.11)
However, experimental evidence has shown ,that ,this mass total
discrepancy is very minor (Ref. 1). Nevertheless, regardless of the
model employed, the' fundamental sloshing frequency, wI' is always
determined from the expression given.by
(3.12)
3.4 Free Vibration of' Flexible" Shell'· Fluid Systems
As was stated in Section 3.2 it'is assumed that the fluid can
be separated into two distinct layers. "The mass in the lower layer,
referred to as the stationary mass does not participate in sloshing,
it simply moves with the walls of the- shell. The mass in the upper
layer, referred to as the sloshing mass, participates in sloshing.
Therefore the coupled shel1~fluid system is considered to consist of
two separate systems:
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l~ The shell together with the stationary mass
2. The sloshing mass
Under this assumption, the coupled fluid-shell system can
be represented by a two-degree-of-freedom system as shown in Fig. 28,
where m1 is the mass of the fluid that participates in sloshing, Kl
is the equivalent spring constant of the sloshing mass, M is the
equivalent mass of the shell, which includes both the mass of the
shell mater"ial and the stationary mass of f.1uid m , and K is the
o
equivalent shell stiffness, calculated under the same conditions as M.
The vibration of the coupled." systems "is then modeled by the simple
mechanical analog shown in Fig~ 27. The values of the model para-
meters m1 , m~~~l an4 hI are determined from the appropriate,expres-'
sians presented in Table 10. A procedure for determining values for
K and "M is detailed" in subsection 3.4.1.
Once the values of ml , Kl ; K.-;tnd·X'have ':bee~'determined', .
the natural frequencies of the coupled systems of, Fig. 28 can be
computed from classical methods of mechanical vibrations (Refs. 24,
61 and 62). The natural frequencies of the two-mass, two-degree-of-
freedom s)7stems of Fig'. 28 are then given by - the expression
2 A+ .jA2
- B (3.13)w =
where
K K
A (l + -l + -l)/2M M ID1
and
K
B = (-l) (K)
rol M
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Indeed, the most difficult part of the analysis is the cal-
culation of the equivalent mass M, and equivalent stiffness K for .the
shell together with the stationary' fluid mass, m. Kalnins (Ref. 37)
, 0
has developed a proced~re to calculate M and K, which is employed in
this investigation and 'is surmnarized in the following subsection.
3.4.1 Equivalent Mass and Stiffness of Shell-Fluid System
The equation of motion of the mass M (Fig. 28) which
represents the shell and the stationary fluid mass m when vibrating'
o
in the lowest mode, is
2' .
M" _d x + Kx - K (x - x) = 0
dt2 1 1
(3.14)
where x is the displacement of- mass M' and Xl is. the displacement of
mass~. The equivalent-equation of motion for a shell is obtained
from a paper by Kraus and Kalnins. (Ref. ,44). When the shell vibrates
in the lowest mode (i.e. 'the mode c'orresponding to a, circumferential
wave number n = 1~ and' axial number m = 1), then from Ref. 44 its
displacemen~ vector can be written as
(3.15)
-+
where u1 is the displacement vector· of the lowest mode of free
vibration and q(t) denotes the generalized coordinate of the system.
The equation of motion of t~e coupled shell-fluid system then becomes
(3.16)
-5.;3-
where W'M is the .natural frequency of the lowest mode, M1 and Flare
~lie generalized mas~ and generalized force respectively where~
fPh ~l +M1 = u l dS
S
Fl ft += u l dS
S
(3.17)
(3.18)
and'p is the mass density, h is the shell wall thickness, S is the
-+-
reference surface of the shell, and p is the shell surface load
vector (Ref. 44) that is causing the vibration of the shell. (A
detailed discussion of generalized force and generalized mass is
presented in Chapter 4).
It i'8 assumed that the spring-mass sy~..tem.:of. the :s~,oshin_g'~''.
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be the Dirac Delta function (Ref. 61). It is also assumed that the
must be determined in such a way that it represents the applied load
(3.19)F ='K (x - x)l~ 1
The shell surface load vector, p, w~ich a~pears in Eq. 3.18,
meridional arclength of the shell, then its distribution with x must
that location of magnitude
force F is acting horizontally and parallel to the xl axis, as shown
F in Eq. 3'.19. Since F is applied to one value of x, where x is the
f-luid m1 is attached to the shell at 'one latitude circle which is
located at a heighthl "above the base of the tank as shown in Fig.
27 • Thus the 'spring must exert 'a horizontal force to the shell at
in Fig. 29. Thus it follows that
Ii = (2 FR)" Q(x - x ) t
'IT 0 0
(3.20)
where R is the radius of the latitude circle at the location where
o
+
the spring is attached, o(x) is the Dirac Delta function, and i is a
unit vector parallel to the xl axis (Fig. 29). +Substitution of p
from Eq. 3.20 into Eq. 2.18 for the generalized force yields
F
(27T R )
o
o(x - x )
o
-+ -+-
i . u1 dx r dQ (3.21)
where a and b are the end points of the meridian of the shell and x
o
is the value of x where the spring is attached. Applying the property
of .the Dirac Delta function (Ref. 56) that
b
f
a
Then F1 becomes
o(x - x ) f(x) dx = f(x )
o 0
(3.22)
(3.23)
where U1 is the displacement of the shell parallel to the xl axis at
the height, hI' where the spring is attached, (Fig. 27). U1 is
obtained from the "free vibration mode shape of the shell and the
stationary fluid mass m vibrating in the lowest mode (m = 1, n = 1).
o
For an axis~etric shell Ul is expressed by the usual shell
displacements as
(3.24)
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where
U1 = W sin~ + u~ cos~ (3.25)
and w, u0' and uQ are the normal, meridional, and circumferential
displacements of the reference surface of the shell. ' The direction of
U1 is shown in Figs. 30a and 30b. The circumferential variation
of these displacements is cosS; all other Q variations vanish when
integrated with respect to Q when going from Eq. 3.21 to Eq. 3.23.
This is a direct consequence of the assumption that F, exerted by
the attached spring, is uniformly distributed around the circum-
ference. For th~ special case of a cylin~rical shell~ ~, the angle
obetween the axis of the shell. and the shell normal, is equal to'90 •
Therefore Eq. 3.25 is reduced to
u = w1 ,
and Eq. 3.24 becomes
Substituting F from Eq. 3.19 into Eq. 3.23 yields
Then, substituting- FI from Eq. 3.28 into Eq. ,3.16 gives
d 2 q 2
M1 2 + M1 OJ M q = K1 (xl - x) u1dt
The relationship between x and U1 is given from Eq. 3.15 as
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(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28) •
(3.29)
(3.30)
which gives Eq. 3.29 the form
(3.31) •
This equation reveals the equivalence of the vibratiqn of the shell
with that of the two-degree-of-freedom system shown in Fig. 28.
Equation 3.31 becomes identical to Eq. 3.14 by relationships
M1M=-
U 2
.1
and
2 M1K=W M (-)U 2
1
(3". 32a)
These expressions give the equivalent parameters for repre-
sentation of the shell and the stationary fluid mass, m , by a spring
o
mass" system. The calculation of the lowest mode of free vibration
for the shell-fluid system is obtained by implementation of program
KSHEL (Ref. 34). From the results of the KSHEL free vibration
analysis, the parameters wM' M1 and U1 are obtained. M and K can
then be determined from Eqs. 3.32~ and 3~32b, res~~ctively, -and the
natural frequencies of the coupled system (shell plus stationary
£1uidmass m
o
with sloshing fluid mass ml ) can be calculated from
Eq. 3.13.
3.4.2 Implementatiortof"FreeVibratiort"Procedure
This subsection contains the implementation of the free
vibration, procedure for flexible shell-fluid systems described in
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(3.33)
the preceding subsections. The most critical aspect of the pro-
cedure is the joining of the shell with the stationary and sloshing
fluid masses. For the case of a rigid shell it makes no difference
whether the stationary fluid mass m
o
and the sloshing fluid mass ml
are attached to the shell at single points (as is illustrated by
Fig. 27) or are distributed over portions of. the shell wall; for an
elastic shell, the manner of shell-fluid joining does make a dif-
ference (Ref. 37).
It is not reasonable to attach the stationary fluid mass m
, 0
to a single point on the shell wall, since this practice will result
in. a'.gross misrepresentation of the mode shape. The precise distri-
bution of the stationary mass along the shell wall can be determined
from the fluid mechanics problem, a -very time consuming and different
process. A simple and reasonable solution~ suggested by Kalnins
(Ref. 37), is to distribute the stationary fluid mass m , as cal-
o
culated from the formulas of Ref. 1, uniformly along the shell wall
from the base of the shell to the point where the spring of the
sloshing fluid mass m1 is attached, at elevation.hl (Fig. 27). The
addition of the stationary fluid mass m
a
can then be effected by
increasing the mass density of the shell material by the amount of
m IV, where V is the volume of the shell wall from the bottom of
o .
the shell to the point where the sloshing spring K1 is attached
(Fig. 27), that is
v = ~ Do h hI
where D is the diameter of the shell, h is the' shell wall thickness
o·
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and hI is the distance from the bottom of the shell to the point
where the sloshing spring is attached. Such a procedure will
result in better approximations of M1, U1 and ~ of the lowest mode
of free vibration (m = 1, n = 1) since the mode shape will not be
distorted as it would by attac~ing the stationary fluid mass m
o
at
one point on the shell wall.
Attaching the sloshing mass ml at one point as located by
the distance hI (Fig. 27) seems reasonable, because that location
is needed only for the determination of U1 in the shell-mo free
vibration problem (Ref. 37), and the sloshing fluid mass does not
affect the mode shape of the shell-fluid system. Alth,ough the
spring of the sloshin,g mass in reality should be distributed over
a vertical portion of, the shell wall, it is reasonable to assume
that its effect on the shell will not change appreciably when that
portion is narrowed, since natural frequencies are overall character~
istics of systems, and are not significantly affected by local re-
distributions of mass or stiffness properties.
3.4.3 Practical Application
As a practical application of the procedure detailed in
subsection 3.4.2, a shell-liquid system analyzed by Haroun (Ref. 26)
is considered. The shell-liquid system has the following dimensions
and physical properties:
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H = 21.946 m (72.0 ft) E = 206900.0 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
0
D = 14.63 m (48.0 ft) Ps = 20.3 kg/m
3 (0.000733 1b-sec2/in4)
0
h = 10.92 mm (0.43 in.) V = 0.3
It is completely filled with water (PL = 2.6 kg/m
3) •. The following
model parameters are calculated from the relationship presented in
Table 10:
~ = 9599.4 kg (21163.1 Ib-sec
2/in)
m1 = 1454.4 kg (3206.4 Ib-sec
2/in)
m = 8144'.9 kg (17956.6 lb-sec2/in)
0
K1 = 1391330.0 N/m (7944.7 ~b/in)
hI = 17.94 m (707.5 in)
The volume of the shell wall, from the base of the tank to the point
where the sloshing fluid mass, M1 , is attached, is calculated by
Eq. 3.33 as
m
Pm = Vo = 902.89 kg/m3 (0.032619 1b-sec2/in4)
o
Thus the equivalent mass density of the shell wall, PE from the base
to elevation hI is
PE = P + P = 923.18 kg/m
3 (0.032619),
s m
o
A free vibration analysis for~the lowest mode (m = 1, n = 1)
was conducted on the shel1-m system, modified as prescribed in the
o
foregoing, by employment of program KSHEL (Ref. 34). The values of
natural frequency, wM' and generalized mass~ M1 , for the shell-mo
system resulting from the analysis were given as
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~ = 23.1849 rad/sec
M1 = 2701.8 kg (5956.5 1b-sec
2/in)
The dimensionless shell wall displacements, u1 and uQ' at the point
where the sloshing fluid mass m1 was attached were given as
Ul = w =0.896
ug = - 0.873
from which the horizontal displacement, U1, as calculated by Eq.
3.27 is
U1 = 0.8846.
The equivalent mass, M, and the stiffness~ K, of the shell-m
o
system, that are needed to represent it as a spring mass system
similar to that illustrated in Fig. 28, are given by Eqs. 3.22a and
3.22b, respectively, as
M = 3452.5 kg (7611.4 1b-sec2/in)
8 6K = 7.17. xlO N/m (4.09 x 10 Ib/in).
Finally, the two natural frequencies of the coupled shell-m
o
system and the sloshing mass, ml~ when regarded as a two-degree-of
freedom system, are obtained from Eq. 3.31 as
I
w = 1.57 rad/sec (0.2503 cps) - sloshing fluid frequency
II
w = 23-.208 rad/sec (3.69 cps) - shell-m frequency.
o
These results are compared with those obtained by Haroun (Ref. 26)
in Table II where excellent correlation is noted.
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E · t- f h' It- f · I.~I d It\Il - d-xa~na 10n 0 . t e resu 1ng' requenc1es w an w 1n ~cates
that the sloshing of the fluid is; much too weak to affect the' free
vibration of the shell-m system. This fact is immediately evident
o
...
by comparing the frequency of the shell-m
o
system alone (CUM = 23.185
rad/sec), with the frequency of the coupled shel1~m component in the
o
two-degree-of-freedomsystem'(wLI = 23.208 rad/sec). The difference
between ~ and wII is negligible. Thus it is reasonable to assume
that the sloshing mass frequency, wI, and the frequency of the shell
II · d d f h' Th · . ib .. 1m
o
system, WM or ill , are 1n epen ent 0 one anot er. 18 v rat10na
independence of sloshing fluid mass and stationary fluid mass plays
a key role in simplifying the dynamic analysis of liquid storage
tanks (Chapter 5).
Although the sloshing fl~id mass,.m1 , has virtually no
effect upon the frequency of the shell-m system, the' natural frequency
o
of the shell system alone is significantly affected by the stationary
fluid mass, m. The frequency of the empty shell was calculated to
a
be 120.5 rad/sec , versus 23.208 rad/sec for the coupled shell-m
o
system (refer to Table 12 for summary and comparison of pertinent
shell and shell fluid frequencies).
3.5 Simplified Free Vibration Analysis of Flexible Fluid Filled
Tanks
In this section s,implified expressions for the determina-
tion of natura~ frequencies for fluid filled, open-top cylindrical
tanks, similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 25, are developed.
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The procedure for the free vibration analysis of flexible
liquid storage tanks" detailed' in Section 3".4 was utilized to perform
the' parametric study.
Because the coupling effect of the sloshing ~ass, rol , with
the shell-m system is weak (refer to subsection 3.4.2), it is pos-
o
sible as well as convenient to consider the total problem as two
uncoupled systems:
1. The shell-m system
o
2. Liquid sloshing, m1, in a similar rigid container.
Therefore, only the shell-m, (stationary fluid mass) system was con-
o
sidered in the free ~ibration analysis. The natural frequency of the
sloshing fluid mass ml in a flexible tank. system is determined from
the appropriate model parameters for a similar rigid tank and is
expressed by Eq. 3.12. A comparison of the fundamental, sloshing
frequency in a, tall tank (Ref. 26) full' of water as calculated by the
procedure outlined in Section 3.4, with that obtained by Eq. 3.12 for
a similar rigid tank is made in Table 13. The' two values are
practically indistinguishable.
The results of the free vibration analysis for the natural
frequencies of the shell-m system,are repre~ented in Figs. 31 and 32
o
for completely full and half full tank~, respectively. In each case
the values of the natural frequency, w, are non-dimensionalized with
respect to the maximum frequency occurring in the H ID range ratio
o 0
of 0.1 to 1.5, which is that corresponding to an aspect ratio
(H In ) = 0.1. Thus in Fig. 31 (w 0) (19.32 cps) refers to the
o 0 10 max
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natural frequency of a tank completely full of water with an
(HolDa) = 0.1. Similarly, in Fig. 32, (WSO)max (40.11 cps) refers
to the natural frequency of a tank half full of water having aspect
ratio H ID = 0.1.
o 0 .
A regression analysis~ similar to that done for empty tanks
in Section 2.8, was conducted on the frequency data generated in the
parametric study for the purpose of attaining a simple expression
to delineate the relationship between non-dimensionalized frequencies
(Figs. 31 and 32). and tank .aspect ratio. This relationship was
modeled with a cubic polynomial.
For convenience sake, the same non-dimensionalizing frequency
paramter was used for both the completely full and half full cases.
That parameter, (w) . (52.52 cps), is the natural frequency of an
o max
empty tank with aspect ratio (H ID ) = 0.1. Therefore, the frequency
. 0 0
versus height to diameter ratio relationships for both the completely
full and half full cases may be determined from the expressi?n
f (H /D ) + C1 + C2 (H /D ) + C3 (H ID )2 + C
4 (H /D )3
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(3.34)
where f (H /D ) is the non-dimensionali·zed frequency function for any
a 0
(Ho/D
o
) within the range 0.1 to 1.5 and C1 , CZ' C3 and C4 are the
~ubic polynomial coefficients.
To guarantee the greatest possible accuracy of the poly-
nomial approximation, two sets of coefficients, for both the
completely full and half full cases~ were extracted from the
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regression analysis; one set applicable to the aspect ratio range
0.1 > H ID > 0.4, and the other set for the aspect ratio range
- 0 0-
0.4 < H ID < 1.5. These coefficients, ,to be used in conjunction
o 0-
with Eq. 3.34, are presented in Tables 14 and 15 for the completely
full case (~/Ho = 1.0) and half full case, (~/Ho = 0.5) respectively.
Comparisons of the analytical results for w/(w ) versus H ID with
o max 0 0
those obtained from Eq. 3.34 are made in Fig. 33 for the tank com-
pletely full. of water and in Fig., 34 for the tan-ks half full of water.
Excellent correlation is noted for both cases.
3.5.1 Features of Free Vibration
Similar to the (n = 1, m = 1) vibration form of empty
shells, the fundamental vibration mode of fluid-filled tanks is
primarily extensional in nature. However, unlike empty shells, the
natural frequencies of fluid-filled shells are not independent of
their wall thickness.
For an empty shell, both the shell mass (for open-top cylin-
drical tanks) and the shell stiffness are directly proportional to
the shell wall thickness. Therefore~ the ratio of shell stiffness
to shell mass (which is in turn proportional to the square of the
natural frequency) is constant for any shell 'wall thickness~ and th~
natural frequency of the" shell remains unchanged for any wall thick-
ness. For a fluid-filled shell, the total mass of the' system is
increased by the added mass of the fluid, while the stiffness remeins
unchanged. for any wall thickness. For a fluid-filled shell, the
total mass of the system is increased by the added mass of the fluid
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while the stiffness remains unch~nged. Now .considering two fluid-
filled shells identical in every way except for shell wa~l thickness,
the shell with the thinner wall has a smaller overall stiffness than
the shell with the thicker wall, but at the same time the ratio of
shell stiffness to shell mass is the same for both shells. Conse-
quently, the total stiffness to mass ratio of the shell with the
thinner wall is reduced comparatively more by' the addition of the
fluid mass than is that· of the shell with the thicker wall. Thus
the shell-fluid system with the· thinner shell wall will evidence a
natural frequency which is lower than that of the identical shell-
fluid system with the thicker wall.
Therefore, in the development of an expression for the
determination of natural frequencies for fluid filled cylindrical
tanks, a term' to account for shell wall thickness was incorporated.
The equation for the- fundamental natural frequency of a tank com-
pletely filled with fluid is given as
I (H /D )
f = C 0 0£ D
o
(3.35)
and the expression for the natural frequency of a tank half filled
with fluid is given by
I (H In )
o 0
f = cf 2D
, 0
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(3.36)
where,
f = natural frequency in cycles per second
Cf = 1600.8 m/sec (5252.0 ft/sec)
f (H ID ) = non-dimensionalized frequency parameter
o 0
determined from Eq. 3.34.
c = 1.2 for S.I. units (100 for English units)
a
Cb = 15.24 for S.I. units (50 for English units)
D = diameter of tank in meters (feet)
o
h = average thickness of tank wall in rom (inches)
Pw = mass density of water
PL = mass density of fluid in tank,
As was mentioned previously in this' section~ the data base
for the, formulations of Eqs. 3.35 and 3.36 was derived from the
analysis of a steel shell structure having a modulus of elasticity
E = 206900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi) and mass density p = 20.3 kg/m3
s s
2 4(0.000733 Ib-sec. /un.). Equations 3.35 and 3.36 may be modified
to accommodate tanks fabricated of other linear elastic materials
in the following manner. To make the corrections for the stiffness
properties, or modulus of elasticity, multiply the frequency, f, as
determined from Eqs. 3.35 or 3.36 by IE/E , where E is the elastic
s
modulus of the tank' wall material. To account for difference in
mass density, replac"e' h 'in Eqs. 3.35 and 3,.36 by an equivalent
thickness, h , where
e
h
e
and P is the mass density of the' tank wall material.
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(3.37)
The effect of liquid depth in cylindrical storage tanks upon
the natural frequency of the shell-fluid system is illustrated in
Fig. 35. In this comparative study, three cases of liquid depth are
considered:
1.
2.
3.
,~ .
Empty' tank (H: = 0.0)
o
~Tank 50% full of water (H: = 0.5)
o
hLTank 100% full of water (H = 1.0)
. 0
All frequencies are normalized with respect to the frequency
«w) = 52.52 cps) of an empty.tank having height to diameter
o max
ratio H /D = 0.1. From this figure it is observed that as the level
o 0
of fluid in the tank increases, the natural frequency decreases. This
is the obvious result since the mass of the shell-fluid system
increases with the level of fluid, while the structure stiffness
properties remain unchanged.
It is also noted, from a careful examination of Fig. 35,
tha't the reduction ·in the tanks' natural frequencies, due to the
increase in fluid level, is much more significant for the shallow or
broad tanks (H ID < 0.5) than it is for tall tanks. This can be
o 0-
explained by the fact that the amount of fluid mass in the tank is
directly proportional to· the square of the tank diameter (D ) and to
o
the tank height (H). For a shallow tank, the largest dimension is
o
the diameter, and for a tall tank the largest dimension is the
height. Thus since the' fluid mass is proportional to the product
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2(H D, ), the ipcrease in fluid mass is relatively more for a shallow
o 0
tank than it is for a tall tank.'
Another interesting aspect of the free vibration of liquid-
filled tanks is illustrated by Fig. 36. This figure represents the
relationship between the relative amount of fluid mass~ m1 , partici-
pating in sloshing and the tank aspect ratio~ H /D , for both com-
o 0
pletely full and half full tanks. For shallow tanks, the greater
portion of the' total fluid mass participates in sloshing, while for
tall tanks the major portion of the fluid mass vibrates with the
shell. Obviously, this relationship is significant in assessing. the
dynamic response of fluid-shell systems.
In Figs. 37 and 38 the mode shapes for some selected aspect
ratios (H ID ) are shown. In Fig. 38 the radial displacement mode w
o 0
is presented for a shallow tank (H ID = 0.333) for the cases of
o 0
completely full and half full with water. The radial displacement
mode for a tall fluid filled tank (H ID = 1.5) is represented in
o 0
Fig. 37. Examination of 'these figures reveals that the radial dis-
placement mode, w, is of the same order of magnitude and similar
to the fundamental mode of vibration of an empty shell, Fig. -15,
for the case of the tall tank, Fig. 37. For 'small aspect ratios
(shallow tanks, Fig. 38) the radial displacement becomes compara-
tively much larger at the' lower portion of the tank than at the top,
and does not resemble the vibration mode of an empty tank. This is
also an important factor in the assessment of the' seismic response
of liquid-filled tanks presented in Chapter 5.
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3.5.2 Numerical'Comparisons
To verify the accuracy of the frequency approximations
developed for liquid-filled tanks (specifically, Eqs. 3.35 and 3.36)
which were presented in the previous subsection, several numerical
shallow and tall tanks are analyzed for each of two cases:
are compared with those of other investigators. Examples of both
examples are considered. The results obtained by the present analysis
111'
Completely full with water (Hl = 1.0)
o
1.
2.
.~
Half full with water (Hl = 0.5)
o
The' shell dimensions and material properties, as well as the
essential fluid. properties are as follows:
a. Tall-Tank (H ID = 1.5)
o 0
H = 21~946 m (72.0 ft)
o
D = l4.63"m (48.0 ft)
o
E = 206900.0 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
\) = 0.3
p = 20.3 kg/m3 (0.000733 Ib-sec2/in4)
s
PL = 2.6 kg/m
3 (0.000094 Ib-sec. 2/in4)
h = 25.4 rom (1.0 in), 10.92 mm (0.43 in),
7.315 mm (0.288 in)
. ~ = 21.946 m (72.0 ft), 10.973 in (36.0 ft)
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b. Shallow Tank (H /D = 0.333)
. a 0
H = 12.192 m (40.0 ft)
o
D = 36.576 m (120.0 ft)
o
E = 206900.0 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
v = 0.3
Ps = 20.3 kg/m3 (0.000733 Ib-sec2/in4)
PL = 2.6 kg/m
3 (0.000094 1~-sec2/in4)
h = 25.4 mm (1.0 in)
~ = 12.192 m (40.0 ft), 6.096 m (20.0 ft)
In Table 16 the numerical results obtained by the present
analysis for the natural frequencies of a shallow liquid filled tank
are summarized, and·compared with the-numerical results obtained
by Haroun (Ref. 26) and Edwards (Ref. 20)'. In no. instance is the
discrepency greater than -2%. The numeri"cal results for the natural
frequencies of a tall liquid filled tank, obtained in the present
analysis, are compared with the resul~s, obtained in the investigation
of Ref. 26, and are presented in Table 17. In this co~parative
study, the -effect of shell wall thickness upon the natural frequency
of the shell-liquid system can be observed. Excellent 'correlation
is also cited in these comparisons.
This' comparative study clearly indicates that the simple
expressions developed in this investigation can determine the' natural
frequencies of liqu~d filled cylindrical tanks without appreciable
error. Moreover, the numerical results obtained in the'present
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analysis involve only the" evaluation of a few simple analytical
expressions.
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4. SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF EMPTY CYLINDRICAL TANKS
4.1 Introduction
Simplified expressions for conducting seismic analyses of
empty cylindrical storage tanks are developed in this chapter. These
expressions form the basis of .accurate, yet easy-to-apply pro-
cedures for determining shell stresses, base shears, overturning
moments, and shell displacements induced in cylindrical tanks by
horizontal earthquake-ground motion.
The seismic analysis of thin walled cylindric'al shells
described in this chapter is based upon the response spectrum concept,
which has been pio~eered·by Biot (Ref. 11) and Housner et al (Ref.
29), and the classical approach of normal mode vibration (Refs·. 24,
61 and 62). The pertinent parameters entering into the normal mode
analysis (i.e. generalized force, generalized mass, and mode parti-
cipation factor) are defined and calculated with the use of shell
theory, rather than from equivalent lumped-mass or beam models~ thus
ensuring the accuracy of the procedures described herein.
In the present investigation, only one mode of free vibra-
tion, , is considered, that corresponding to an· axial wave number m = 1
and a cireumferential wave number n = 1 (refer to Section 2.1 for a
detailed explanation). The contribution of higher axial modes has
previously been determined to be negligible (Ref. 39), and it will
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be shown (Subsection 4.2.2) that horizontal vibration" excludes all
but t~e n = 1 circumferential mode. The natural frequency of the
shell structure is determined from the appropriate simplified
expressions developed in Chaptter 2, and the corresponding mode
participation factor is determined from expressions developed in
Subsection 4.4.1.
"The analytical derivation of the mode participation factor
for axis~etrical shells presented in Refs. 36 and 39, is sum-
marized in Section 4.2. In Subsection 4.2.2, the solution for
mode participation for a general aXisymme~ric shell is condensed
for application to the special case of a cylindrical shell.
4.2 Dynamic Response of an Axisymmetric Shell
4.2.1 Systems :and Assumptions
The shell under consideration is a structure which is
symmetric about a straight axis oriented vertically with respect
to a horizontal foundation which is capable of moving onlyhori-
iontally (Ref. 39). The main objective of,this phase of the investi-
gation is to find the response of the shell to a given horizontal
motion of the foundation. Mathematically, the problem consists of
finding the stresses and displacements of the shell when it is
subjected to time dependent boundary conditions at one end, the rest
of the shell being free of any constraints.
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It is assumed that a continuous axisymmetric boundary
surface of the shell has been chosen and that a thickness has been
'assigned at every point of the reference surface.' The locations of
the material points within the thickness are given by the two axi-
symmetric shell coordinates 0 and 9, on the reference surface, and
by the distance s, which is measured from the reference surface along
+
its positive normal .tz; (Fig. 39).
A, general mathematical model for the deformation of a thin
-+
shell is based on the hypothesis that the displacement field V is
linear in ~ in tUe form (Ref. 39)
+
+ +
v" (0, 9, C;) = u (0, 9) + l; S(0, 9) (4.1)
-+Since the reference-s~rface is defined by ~ = 0, then u is the dis~
placement vector of the material points lying on· the reference
surface~ Thus it is' resolved
(4.2)-
(4.3)
-+ -+ -+
where t o, t g , and tz; is a triad. of unit vectors, tangent to the 0,
9 and ~ coordinate curves, respectively (Refer to, Fig. 39). For
infinitesimal deformations, 80 and 8g , are the angles of rotation of
+ -+
the normal in the directions of t o and .tg , respectively, while 81';
times the thickness .gives the change in thickness of the shell.
To ·obtain the-conditions that the £oundation.imposes on the
six shell displacements u0' ug , 80, 8g , wand f\,. at the points where
the shell is in contact with the foundation, it is assumed that the
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base of the shell is continuously and rigidly attached to a, rigid
foundati0n (Fig. 39). It is further assumed that the foundation
experiences a horizontal time dependent displacem~nt given by
U = U f (t)
x x x
(4.4)
where U is some amplitude factor and f is the time variation-
x x
(It is also assumed that the foundation displacement U is the same
x
as the ground motion x(t». The displacements of the foundation are
transferred to the shell by the following conditions at its base:
u = u cose f (t)
r x x
(a)
u = - U sine f (t)
. 9 x x (b) (4.5)
(c)
To_express the displacements of the foundation in terms of the shell
where u is the displacement perpendicular to the axis of symmetry.
r
displacements, the following transformation is employed
(4.6)
(b)
(a)U", = u
r
cos0
w = u sin0
r
Finally,. the problem becomes to find the response of the shell
when the displacements
U 0 = Ux f (t) cos0 case (a)x
u Q = - U f (t) sine (b)x x (4.7)
w = U f (t) sin~cose (c)x x
f30 = Sg = S~ = 0 (d)
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are prescribed at the circle of contact between the reference surface
of the shell and the foundation, the rest of the shell being free of
any constraint.
4.2.2 Mode Participation Factor
The displacement response to time dependent boundary conditions
is constructed in the form (Ref. 36)
-+ +s -+
u (0, 9, t) = u (0, 9) + ti (0, Q) r F(t) (a)
+ + +
S (0, Q~ t) ="68 (0, Q) + 6(0, 9) r F(t) (b)
(4.8)
The terms with the superscript s identify variables of a static solu-
tion for the shell when it is subjec.ted to the boundary condi.tions
given by Eqs. 4.7 with the time functions omitted; ~ and agive the
displacement field in the fundamental mode .(m= 1) of free vibration;
r is the mode participation factor (Ref. 39) ~iven by
r = J / (wM)
where
-+ -+
J = f {POUS • u}ds
s
f -+ +M= {POu · u}ds
s
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
and F(t) denotes the Duhamel integral (Refs. 24, 61, 62) defined as
t
F(t) = f X(T) sin w(t - T)dT
o
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where x(t) is t4e horizontal ground acceleration. Thus we can have
x(t) = u
x
f (t)
x
(4.13)
where the dots denote time ·derivatives.
The integrals J and M can be interpreted as the ,generalized
force and generalized mass (Ref. 14), respectively, in the fundamental
mode (m = 1) of vibration. They must be evaluated over the entire
reference surface, S, of the shell, with shell density measures
given by ~2
Po =~ P(~, 9) d~ = ph
~1
(4.14)
where sl 'and Sz denote the distances of the b-oundary surfaces of the
shell from the reference surface, p denotes the mass density of the
shell material, and h denotes the shell thickness.
For an axisymmetric shell (Fig. 39), excited horizontally
through. its foundation, the static solution (with superscript s) is
represented by a rigid body movement of the whole shell through a
horizontal distance U (Ref. 39). With reference to Eqs. (4.7),
x
such a rigid body solution throughout the shell is given by
(4.15)
(4.16)
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o
~d
while all other (stress) variables are identically zero. Using
Eqs. 4.15 and 4.16 from the static solution, and expressing for a
shell of revolution the surface integral for J as an integrated_
integral, J from Eq. 4.10 can be written.as
(4.17)
where s is the arclength along the meridian (curve of intersection of
reference surface and a plane through the axis of symmetry; refer to
Fig. 6), s1 and s2 are the endpoints of the meridian, B is the cir-
cumferential angular coordinate, and r is the distance to a point on
the reference·surface from the axis of symmetry (Fig. 39).
The free vibration solutions ar-e separable in the 0 and Q
coordinates in the· form (Ref. 39).
U0 (0, B) = u0n (0) cosnB (4.18)
with similar expressions for all other variables. Theoretically
there is an infinite 'number· of resonant modes of the shell for each
given value of the circumferential wave number n, and all the modes,
for all wave numbers, must, be used in the-integrand of Eq. 4.17.
However, when the terms of the scalar products of Eq. 4.17 are
integrated with respect to Q, only the modes for n = 0 and n = I sur-
vive. This can be illustrated by considering the first term of the
first scalar product'in the integrand of Eq. 4.17 in the form
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8 2 2 'IT
J =1' 1{(PO U cos0 cosQ) u0n u~n cos n9} r de dsx
8 1 0 (4.19)
where n = 0, 1, 2-,- 3 ••• 00
Noting that
ZIT1 cos nQ dQ
o
and'
= {27f, for n = 0
0, for n > 1
(4.20)
__ r~, for n = 1
cos n& dQ
l 0, for n > 2
(4.21)
o
It is obvious that out of all the'modes of free vibration, as g~ven
by Eq. 4.18 with n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , only those with n = a and n = 1
participate in· the general solution of the prob·lem. Moreover, since
this investigation is concerned with horizontal excitation of the
. shell only, the solution corresponding to· n = 0 also does not
participate.
Thus, for the problem at hand, the expression for J can be
simplified to,
J = u ·x J (4.22)
where
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(4.23)
Therefore, it is obvious that the participation factor for horizontal
motion involves only the n = 1 circumferential mode, with modal dis-
placements u0' ug and'w. No modes with circumferential wave numbers
other than n = 1 enter into the general solution. S:Lmilarly, the
generalized mass for the n = 1 mode is given by
S 2if
M=j2/
o
de ds (4.24)
For the special case of a cylindrical shell (where the
angle 0 'between the axis of symmetry and the shell normal at the
o
reference surface (Fig. 39) is 90 ), Eqs. 4.23 and 4.24 can be
simplified to
(4.25)
and
(4.26)
+s "
The static solution, represented by u and as in Eq. 4.8,
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a rigid body motion of the shell (which is the same as that of the
+sfoundation), the u terms in the response can be omitted if the
+sSince the u terms representis given by Eqs. 4.15 and 4.16.
displacements u0' ue and ware measured with respect to the founda-
+
stion. No change is needed for a , because according to Eq. 4.16,
a = o.
s
Finally, the response of the shell may be expressed by
where the symbol A represents any des:ired variable of the solution
(Ref. 39)
A = U B r F(t)
x
(4.27)
(such as displacement or stress) and~ B represents the same variable
taken from the solution of the fundamental mode (m = 1, n = 1) of
free vibration. The mode participation factor, r, is given by
(Ref. 39)
(4. 28) •
The Duhamel integral in E'q.4.27, F(t), con.tains the acceleration of
the horizontal mo'tion, x(t). The complete response of the shell, as
given by Eq. 4.8 is determined once the time variation F(t) is known.
The following section is concerned with finding the peak value of
F(t) from the response spectrum.
4.3 Response Spectrum
If a deterministic response to a known g~ound motion is
desired, the Duhamel integral, given'in Eq. 4.12, must be evalu~ted
at various times t, which then provides the time dependence of the
response in the solution, Eq. 4.27 (Ref. 39). However, seismic
design is concerned with a ground motion that is expected to occur
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in the future, so that its deterministic record cannot be anticipated.
The use of an acceleration' record of a previous ,earthquake in Eq.
4.12 is possible, but often proves to be not very judicious. A more
logical, commonly employed ~rocedure for seismic design is the
Response Spectrum approach (Refs. 12, 16, 50, 51~ 52, 53 and 58).
The response spectrum is defined as a graphical relation-
ship, of a single degree of freedom system'with damping to dynamic
motion or forces (Ref. 58). The most usual measures of responses~are
maximum displacement, Sd' which is a measure of strain in the spring
element of the system, maximum pseudo relative velocity, S , which
v .
is a measure of energy absorption in the spring of the system, and
maximum pseudo acceleration, S , which is' a measure of the maximum
a
force in the spring of the system.
More specifically, if it is assumed that horizontal ground
acceleration records of some past earthquake are available (i.e. in
Eq. 4.12 x(t) is known' for a sufficient range of "t), then it is
possible to evaluate the 'function
F(t)
t
=~ X(T) sin w(t -T) dT (4.29)
over all times t (note that' V is equal to the maximum, pseudo relative
for a given value of w, and'record only the maximum value of F(t), -
denoted by
v = max [F(t)]
velocity of the system £ ).
v
(4.30)
Repeating this calculation for a wide range
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of frequencies,.a plot of the relationship between V (or S ) and 00,
v
for a single earthquake can be produced. Such a plot is called the
velocity response spectr~m of an earthquake. An example of a
velocity response spectrum obtained from the ground ~ccelerations
Although actual response spectra for earthquake motions are
recorded at El Centro, California, 18 May 1940 (N
presented in Fig. 40 (reproduced from Ref. 52).
S component) is
quite irregular, they have the general shape of a trapezoid (Ref. Sa).
A generalized spectrum _is shown in Fig. 4-1, plotted on a logarithmic
tripartite graph, and modified so that the various regions of the
spectrum are smoothed to straight line portions. On the same graph
are shown the- maximum values of ground acceleration, velocity, and
displacement. The figure therefore indicates" that the spectral
values of acceleration,- velocity, and displacement (i. e. S ,S and
a v
Sd' respectively) may be interpreted as'the ground motion maxima
multiplied by amplification factors. Details for constructing such
spectra are described in"Refs. 2, 49, 50, 51 and 53.
Regardless of the nature of the response spectrum, the
relationship between spectral displacement, Sd' psuedo spectral
velocity, S , and pseudo spectral acceleration S , at any specific
v a
frequency,w, are. defined by the expressions
(4.31)
and
(4.32).
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4.3.1 Applica~.ion of Response Spectrum Technique
A design estimate of the response of .a cylindrical tank to
horizontal earthquake motion, can be obtained from a revised form of
Eq. 4.27, given as
A = B r s
v
(4.33)
where the symbol A represents any- desired variable of the response
(such as displacement or stress), B represents the same variable
taken from the solution of the fundamental mode of free vibration
(m = 1, n = 1), r is the mode participation factor defined by Eq.
4.28, and S is the pseudo spectral velocity which is determined
v
from an appropriate design spectrum, such as that illustrated in
Fig. 41. The'determination, from simplified expressions, of pertinent
values for Band r, to be used in Eq. 4.33, is one of the concerns
of the following section.
4.4 Procedure for Seismic Analysis
The pertinent stress variables necessary for evaluating the
seismic response of thin walled, cylindrical tanks are the axial
membrane stress resultant, N0 (or Nz ) and the circumferential stress
resultant (hoop stress)., NQ (refer to Fig. 7). The most significant
shell displacement component deser-ihing the general vibratory form
. of the shell is the radial displacement, w. The variables repre- .
senting N
z
' Ng and w, which correspond to the parameter B in Eq. 4.33,
as well as the variable representing the mode participation factor,
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f, can be'determined from the results of the free vibration analysis
of empty cylindrical tanks described in Chapter 2.
The development of simple expressions, from the free
vibration data previously mentioned, for the shell stress and dis-
placement variables, and mode participation factor are detailed in
the following subsections. Simplified expressions for base shear
and overturning moment are also developed in this section.
4.4.1 Mode Participation Factor
The result of the free vibration ,analysis conducted in
Chapter 2, for the class of tanks exhibiting an aspect ratio (H /D )
o 0
range of 0.1 to 1.5, for the mode participation factor, r,(as deter-
mined by numerical integration (Ref. 34) of Eqs,. 4.25, 4.26 and 4.28)
is represented in Fig. 42. The values 'of r are normalized with
respect to the maximum factor in the group, r (0.02437 sec.),
max
which corre'sp'onds to H /D = 0,.1, and are p'lotted against tank aspect
o 0
ratio (Fig. 42)~
A regression analysis w~s conducted on the mode participa-
tion data generated in the parametric study for the purpose of
attaining a simple expression to delineate the relationship between
the non-dimensional parti.cipation function and tank aspect ratio.
The resulting expression, a cubic polynomial, is given by
H H H H
f (.....2.) = C1 + Cz (.....2.) + C3 (--2.) 2 + C4 (.....2.) 3D D D D
0 0 0 0
(4.34)
......... ,
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where P(H In ) is the non~dimensionalmode participation function
o 0
for ~ny particular H ID ratio in the range 0.1 - 1.5, inclusive; and
o 0
CI , C2, C3 and C4 are the cubic polynomial coefficients extracted
from the regression analysis, which are present~d in Table 18. The
comparison of the analytical results for r/r versus H /D , with
max 0 0
those obtained from Eq. 4.34 is illustrated in Fig. 43. Excellent
correlation is noted.
From examination of Eqs. 4.25, 4'.26 and 4.28, it is observed
that the mode participation factor is independent of the shell thick-
ness, and is conditional only to the modal displac~ment components
Ue, u(l) and ,w,. and the natural frequency, w. Therefore, the mode
participation factor, r,' ·for. any cylindrical tank having an H In
o 0
ratio within the range 0.1 to 1.5, may be determined from ~q. 4.34
used in conjunction with certain cha~acteristics of the height and
diameter of the tank. The simple expression relating the mode
participation factor to the aspect ratio of the tank is given by:
H
r = CDr (--.2.)
moD
o
(4.35)
where r(H /D ) is the non-dimensional mode participation function
o 0
determined by Eq. 4.34, C = 0.0017952 sec/m (0.0005472 sec/ft) is
m ,
a constant and n is the diameter of the 'tank in meters (feet).
o
Although the data base used for the formulation of Eqs.
4.34 and 4.35 was generated from~ the analysis of a steel structure
having a modulus of elasticity E = 206700 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi) , and
s
mass density p = 20.3 kg/m3 (0.000733 lb-sec2/in4), Eq. 4.35 may be
s
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modified to accommodate tanks fabricated of materials with different
properties, resulting in the expression given as
H
CDr (--2.)
moD
r = _--;:=;;:===0:-
/
Ep
\ Es~
(4.36)
where Eand pare the elastic modulus and mass density, respectively,
of the shell material.
Equations 4.34, 4.35 and. 4.36 are also applicable to cylin-
drical storage. tanks having a roof structure. The values of the
cubic polynomial coefficients, C1 , C2 , C1 and C4 ' to be used in
Eq. 4.34', are presented in Table. 19 for roof mass coefficients
K
r
= 1.0; K
r
= 2.0 and ,K
r
= 3.0 (ref~r to Section 2.7 for an explana-
tion of the roof mass coefficient) •
. 4.4 ..2 Shell. Displacement and Stress 'Variables
Having established a procedure for approximating the mode
participation factor for empty cylindrical tanks, both with and with-
out a roof structure, the evaluation of the shell displacement and
stress variables (that is, the parameter B) to ·be used in Eq. 4.33
is considered.
As was 'previously stated in this section, the- relevant dis-
placement variable. is the radial ·displacement c0¥1ponent, w. The
critical stress variables are the circumferential stress component,
N , and the axial stress component, N (Fig. 44). Simplified
e z
expressions for evaluating the--radial displacement variable,
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w (z/H ), have been developed in Section 2.6, and are represented
o
by Eqs. 2.41, 2.42 and 2.43. The remainder of, this subsection is
devoted to the development of, similar expressions for the membrane
stress variables NQ and Nz •
From the results of the free vibration analyses of empty
tanks conducted in Chapter 2, data pertaining to the variation of
the circumferential stress resultant, Ne, and the axial stress
resultant, N , along the height of the tank were recorded and plotted
z
for each case in the parametric study. Typical stress distributions
are illustrated in Figs. 45 and 46 for N
z
and NS' respectively. To
define the relationship of membrane stress resultant (Ng and Nz)
versus tank height., with' a simple analytical expression, a regression
analysis was performed on the accumulated stress resultant data for
each case in the fr~e vibration study. The resulting expre~sion, a
quadratic polynomial, is given by
(4.37)
where N (z/H
o
) is the non-dimensionalized stress function representing
either 'NQ or N , z/H is the height ,parameter, such that, Z 0 .
Zo < --H < 1.0, for N
- z
o
and
z .0.2 < H: ~ 1.0, for Ne
o
For values of z/H
o
< 0.• 2, the Ne ver~us z/Ho relationship becomes
discontinuous; however, NQ can be conservatively estimated as VNz
'in this range, where V is Poisson's ratio.
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The qu~dratic polynomial coefficients, Cl , C2 and C3, of
Eq. 4.37 are a function of the tank aspect ratio (H ID ), and must
00·
in E~rn . be determined from the quadratic expression given by
where Ali' A2i and A3i are quadratic polynomial coefficients also.
The nA" coefficients pertinent· to l~ are listed in Table 20, and. those
. z
H H 2
Ci = Ali + A2i (no) + A3i (no) i = 1, 2, 3
o 0
(4.38)
pertaining to Ne are listed in Table 21.
The stress variables Nz·and Ng (determined from Nz or Ng)
are expressed as
N (~)
H
'0
(4.39)
where N (z/H
o
)is the ,stress variable for N
z
or Ne; N (z/Ho) is the
non-dimensionalized stress function. for Nz·or Ne (determined from
Eq. 4.39); h is the shell thickness in meters (inches); eN is a
constant such that
C' = 2933.7 MN (C
N D 3. N
Z 0 m z
and
1396000.0 Ib )
= D i 3o n
=
5080000.0 Ib
D . 3
o l.n
where D is the diamter of the tank in meters (feet).
o
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Equations 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 are also valid for determining
'the memb,rane stress resultants "in ,tanks having a roof structure. -The
quadratic coefficients Ali' AZi ' etc. to'be used in conjunction
wi~h Eq. 4.38 for the determination of N are listed in Tables 22(a),
z .
(b) and (c), respectively, for roof mass coefficients K = 1.0, K =
r r
2.0 and K = 3.0 (refer to Section 2.7 for explanation of roof mass
r
coefficients). For the determination of Ng , the appropriate Ai
coefficients to be used in.Eq. 4.38 are listed in Tables 23(a), (b)
and (c) for roof mass coefficients K = 1.0, K = 2.0 and K = 3.0,
r r r
respectively.
In summary, a design estimate of the response of an empty
cylindrical tank' subjected' t(} horizontal, earthquake motion, can be
obtained .from the expression
where the symbol A may represent either the radial displacement
w, or the axial stress resultant N , or the circumferential stress
z
resultant Ng • B represents the corresponding variable of the free
vibration response w, N
z
or Ng (determined from Eq. 2.43 for w, and
Eq. 4.39 for N
z
or Ng). r is the mode participation factor deter-
mined from Eq. 4.35, and S is the pseudo sp~ctral velocity in m/sec
v
(inches/sec) determined from an appropriate design spectrum.
(4.33)A = B r s
v
As a specific illustration, the distribution of the axial
membrane stress resultant, N· , along the height of the tank at a cir-
z
cumferential coordinate angle Q equal to zero degrees, as determined
from Eq. 4.33 has the form
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N (~) = N
z H z
o
(~)
H
o
r S
v
(4.40)
The circumferential variation of any displacement or stress variable
determined in this fashion is given as cosQ.
For tanks constructed of materials other than steel
(E = 206900 MN/m2; 30,000' ksi) the displacement variable, w, and
s
the stress variables, N, obtained from Eq. 4.33, must be multiplied
by the ratios E IE and E'/E, , respectively; where E is the elastic
s s
modulus of the shell material.
4.4.3 Base Shear and Overturning Moment
In addition to the displacement. and stress variables, the
subject of the previous subsection, the shear 'force developed at
the base of the ta~k and the overturning moment of the structure,
induced by ea'rthquake motion, are also of particular importance
in ass-essing the response of the system. This subsection is
con~erned with the development of.~simp-le express-ions to· estimate the'
base shear .and, ;_ove:tturning moment, of empty cylindrical tanks'. subJect -
to horizontal earthquake ground motion.
The base shear and overturning mome~t cannot be determined
directly from the results of the free vibration analyses conducted
in Chapter 2. Therefore, to accommodate a simple derivation of
expressions for base shear .and overturning moment, the cylindrical
tank is idealized as a cantilever column (Fig. 47). The forces
developed in the structure during an earthquake may be found most
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reliably in terms of the effective inertia forces, which depend' upon
the effective (spectral) acceleration, S (Ref. 14). The effective
a
inertia force per unit length, q(z), along the structure is given
by (refer to Fig. 47)
q(z) = ~(z) w(z) rw Sa (4.41)
where ~(z) is the mass per unit length, W{z) is the shape function
(which may be reasonably approximated byw(z) ~ Eq. 2.43), r is the
mode participation factor determined from Eq. 4.35, W is the natural
frequency of the system in radians per' second, and S is the spectral
a
acceleration.
The maximum base shear force:, Q , is given by the integral
. max
of all the effective inertia forces acting over the height of the
structure:
H
o
q(z) dz = ~. wsJJP(Z) ·ll(z) dz
o
(4.42)·
The overturning moment, MOTM ' is defined as the sum of the
moments of the effective inertia forces about the base of the tank.
Thus the overturning moment is expressed by the itegral
q(z) z dz = r lJ.) S
a
H
~o JP(z) ll(Z) z dz
o (4.43)
For tanks with roof structure, the expres.sions for base
shear and overturning moment, respectively, are given by
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where m is the mass of the roof structure.
r
and
Q = r w S
max a
M. = r w S
OTM a
Hfa°
~(z) ~(z) z dz + m . H
r 0
(4.44)
(4.45)
4.4.4 Flow Diagram
To facilitate application of the s~ismic design procedures
presented in this section, a flow diagram is provided (Table 24)".
It is envisioned that this flow diagram will grant the investigator
the contingency to quickly identify, and properly implement the
pertinent expressions' for the analysis at hand, -At the investigator's
discretion, one or more of the steps- outlined in the flow diagram
may be omitted.
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5. SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF LIQUID-FILLED CYLINDRICAL TANKS
5.1 Introduction
.In this phase of the investigation the. seismic response of
open-top, liquid-filled cylindrical storage tanks is considered.
Simple expressions for evaluating the seismic response of the flexible
shell-liquid system are presented in this chapter. These expressions
provide for an uncomplicated, but accurate procedure for determining
the hydrodynamic pressures induced in cylindrical liquid storage
tanks subject to horizontal earthquake -motion. Expressions for cal-
culating ·the resulting shell stresses, base. shears and overturning
moments. are also presented.
The 'more exact analyses show' that the hydrodynamic pressures
can be' separated into impulsive and convective parts (Ref'. 27). The
impulsive pressures are ·those associated with inertial forces produced
by accelerations of the walls of the container and are directly pro-
portional to these accelerations. The convective' pressures are those
produced by the oscillations of the fluid and are therefore the
consequences of the impulsive pressures (Ref. 63). In this investi-
gation the impulsive and eenvective pressures are treated separately.
The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and the fluid displacements
are assumed to be small.
The shell-fluid system investigated is illustrated in Fig.
48. It is a circular cylindrical tank of diameter, D (radius a) and
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height, H
o
• The tank is filled to a height, ~' with a liquid of mass
density PL. It is assumed that the base of the tank is continuously
fixed to a rigid foundation which is 'excited by a horizontal com-
ponent of earthquake ground motion of acceleration, x(t). The loca-
tion of points within the shell-fluid system are specified by the,
cylindrical coordinate system r, Q and z (Fig. 48).
The shell-fluid 'system is analyzed by implementation of a
modified version of the procedure for rig!d containers, first pre-
sented by Hausner (Ref. 27) and later amplified by the Atomic Energy
Commission (Ref. 63). Both the impulsive and ~onvective effects_ in
a rigid shell-fluid system subject to lateral ground motion are
investigated. However, only' the impulsive effects in flexible
shell-fluid systems are considered, the reason,being_that the
convective effects are insensitive to shell flexibility and therefore
can be determined from the procedures developed for the analysis of
rigid containers (Refs. 20, 26, 68; also refer to Section 3.4).
5.2 Hydrodynamic Pressures in Rigid Containers
5.2.1 Impulsive Pressures
The maximum-impulsive hydrodynamic pressures, p., exerted
1
against the wall of a rigid tank (refer to Fig. 48) may be expressed
in the form (Refs. 63, 65)
p~ (z, Q)
1
z
- -)~
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1 z 2 r: I3D 1
2 (1 - ~) v3 tanh ( 2~O)J
(5.1)
where x is the maximum horizont~l ground acceleration, z is the
elevation measured from the base of the tank, and Q is the circum-
ferential coordinate angle.
If the tank is slender, having an aspect ratio (H ID j and
o 0
liquid depth ratio (~/Do).greater than 0.75 (Ref. 63), the entire
mass 'of fluid below a depth of 0.75 D tends to respond as a rigid
0-
body as far as the impulsive pressures are concerned. Therefore, for
purposes of evaluating the impulsive pressures, p.(z, Q), the con-
,1
tainer can be regarded as a, tank with a fictitious bottom at a datum
0.75 D below the liquid surface, and supported on a solid mass
o
extending from the fictitious bottom to the actual bottom (Fig. 49).
Equation 5.1 is applicable to the portion above the datum, but the
pressure at depths below the fictitious bottom are given by (Ref. 63)
D
Pi(z, B) = PL x 2° cosB
5.2.2 Convective Pressures
(5.2)'
When the walls of a fluid container are subjected to accel-
erations, the fluid itself is excited into bscillations, and this
motion produces pressures on the walls of the container. The con-
vective hydrodynamic pressure, p (z, 9), exerted against the. wall _
c -
of a rigid tank (refer to Ffg. 48) may be expressed in the form
(Ref. 63)
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where Q is the circumferential coordinate angle, wl is the natural
frequency of the. fundamental sloshing fluid mass (refer to Chapter
cosh (2 jJJ. ~ - z )8 D
casQ 0 2
(2 Ii? ~) w 1sinh 8 D
0
(5.3)
3 for a detailed explanation), and ,9h is the angular amplitude of free
oscillation. at the liquid surface (Ref. 63). The quantities 001 and
Qh' respectively, are expressed by
W 2 3.68 (g\ t h (3 68~)1 = D .. an • D
o 0
(5.4)
and,
3.068 (Sd) . ~
Q = .. D. q. \ t (3.68 j)}
o 0
(5.5)
where g is the acceleration of -gravity and (Sd~ is the spectral
1
displacement, determined from an appropriate response spectrum (refer
to Section 4.3), of the fundamental sloshing fluid mass.
Finally, the maximum water-surface displacement (height of
sloshing) d (Fig. 25), induced in a cylindrical tank subject to
max .
horizontal earthquake motion is given by
(5.6)
1.0
coth (j~68 ;)
, , . 0
2~
0.204 D
o
d
max
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5.2.3 Base Shear·and Overturning Moment
The hydrodynamic base shear for the structure, representing
the total dynamic force (impulsive and.convective) exerted by the
mechanical analog illustrated in Fig. 27, and expressed by
liquid on the tank, may be determined by consideratfqn of the simple
(Q .) = m x
1 max 0
and
(Q ) = ml (~a)c
max 1
(5. 7)
(5.8)
-. ~
where Q. and Q represent the impulsive and convective components of
1 c
base shear, respectively, m
o
is the impulsive mass of liquid, m1 is
th~ convective mass of the liquid that participates in the first
sloshing mode (analytical expressions for the model parameters m
a
and ml are presented in table 25)~ (Sa)l is the spectral acceleration
of the fundamental sloshing,mass, and x is the maximum ground,
acceleration.
The hydrodynamic overturning moment for the structure,
representing the total dynamic force exerted by the liquid on the
tank, may also be determined by consideration of the simple
mechanical analog (Fig. 27) .. The impulsive (M0TM). and convective
J..
(MOTM) components of overturning moment, respectively, are given
-e-
by
(MQTM) i = m h x0 0
and
(MOTM) = ml hI (8 )
c a 1
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(5.9)
(5.10)
where h
o
and hI. are the vertical distances measured from the tank
bottom to the impulsive mass, m
o
' and the mass of the first sloshing
mode , ~, respectively. In TabIe 25, where the analytical expres--
sions for the various model parameters are presented, two expressions
for h exist; h (IBP) and h (EBP), where the abbreviations IBP and
000
EBP designate "including bottom pressure" and "excluding bottom
pressure", respectively. For calculation of the impulsive hydro-
dynamic overturning moment, (MOTM).' by application of Eq. 5.9, ho
l.
(rBP) must be used. Use of h (EBP) in Eq. 5.9 will result in the
o
calculation of the maximum impulsive bending moment on a cross-
section of the tank just above the base.
A conservative estimate of the absolute maximum value of the
total hydrodynamic (impulsive and convective components) base shear
and overturning moment maybe obtained by taking the numerical sum
calculated fr~m Eqs~ 5.7 and 5.8 for base shear, and Eqs. 5.9 and
5.10 for overturning moment •. Using this approach it is assumed that
the' spectral acceleration of the sloshing fluid mass, (8 ) , and the
a 1 .
maximum ground acceleration, X, occur simultaneously. More judicious
methods for combining the modal maxima are prescribed' in Ref. 17.
5.3 Impulsive Effects in Flexible "Shell-Liquid Systems
In this section a simple procedure for determini~g the
magnitude and distribution of hydrodynamic forces, and the subsequent
shell stresses, induced in a flexible shell-liquid system subjected to
horizontal earthquake ground motion.is presented. The effects of
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tank flexibility on impulsive base shear and· -overturning moment are
also considered. The scope of the investigation is limited to tanks
completely filled (~/Ho = 1.0) and partly filled (~/Ho = 0.5) with
-liquid.
Because the oscillations of the convective effects are
dominated by natural frequencies much lower than those characterizing
the impulsive effects (refer to Section 3.4), they 'cannot be apprec-
iably affected by tank flexibility (Ref. 65). Therefore, it is anti-
cipated that the convective effects in flexible tanks can be accur-
ately assessed by the procedures applicable to rigid tanks (Refs. 27,
63 and. 70).
5 •3. '1' Hydrodynamic Pressures
From the'results of the present study, an expression
governing the impulsive component of the hydrodynamic pressure
exerted on the walls of a flexible tank is proposed. That
expression is given by
p . (z, e)
1
1 z 2 J3 Do
= {PL x ~ [ (1 - ~) - 2" (1 - ~) ] /3. tanh ( 2hL )
(5.11)
The first portion of the expression is recognized as Eq. 5.1, which
governs the· distribution of the impulsive wall pressure in a rigid
tank. The second portion of the expression, developed in this ~tudy,
represents the contribution of shell flexibility to the generation of
hydrodynamic wall pressures.
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Both the "rigid tank" and "flexible tank" components of
Eq. 4.51 are functions of the" dimensionless height parameter, z/~.
The term [1 - (z/~)2], determined from the results of the free
vibration analysis of liquid-filled tanks conducted ~n Chapter 3,
governs the variation of the hydrodynamic pressure along the height
of the tank. The term ,h(i/H ), which represents the tank defection
'f' . 0
configuration, determined fron an analytical examination of the mode
shapes associated with the free vibration analyses conducted in
Chapter ·3, governs the variation of the wall acceleration a~ong the
height of the tank. Tlie' deflection configuration, $(z/H ) is given by
o
the tank at which the wall acceleration attains its maximum value.
z
for ~ < £. < 1.0.H H-
o 0
The dimensionless parameter z /H represents the relative height of
m 0
ljJ(~) = sin (1TZ )H 2z
0 m
z
for '0 <£.<-.!!!. ·'andH - H '
0 0
-.2;
-'1.• 0-
-ll
1JJ(~) = sin [..!- ( 0) ]H 2 z
0 1.0 mH
0
(5.12)
(5.13)
Values of z /H for tanks having an aspect ratio within the range
m 0
From a careful e~amination of Eq. 5.11, it is noted that the
most significant distinction between the "flexible tank" contribution
and the "rigid tank" contribution to hydrodynamic wall pressures
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involyes the nature of the acceleration component employed. In the
"rigid tank" porti?n of Eq. 5.11 the hydrodynamic pressures are pro~
portional to the maximum ground acceleration, x. In the "flexible
tank" portion of Eq. 5.11 the hydrodynamic pressures are propor-
tional to the maximum spectral acceleration, S • The spectral
a
acceleration, S', is evaluated for the natural frequency of the
a
flexible shell-fluid system, which may be determined from the
appropriate expressions'(Eqs. 3.34,3.56 and 3.36) presented in
Chapter 3. Depending on the'value of this frequency and the'design
spectrum employed in the analysis, ,the spectral acceleration, S ,
a
may be substantially greater than the maximum ground acceleration,
X, the value applicable to rigid tanks. It follows that the tank
flexibility may increase significantly the' ,impulsive component ~of, :'
the hydrodynamic effects (Ref. '65).
5.3.2 Shell Stresses in a Flexible Tank-Fluid System
As was previously stated in Section 4.4, the pertinent
stress variab-Ies necessary for evaluating the seismic response of
thin walled, cylindrical tanks subject to horizontal earthquake
ground motion are the circumferential membrane stress resultant, NQ,
and the axial membrane· stress resultant, N (refer to Fig. 44). The
z
circumferential component of stress can be determined directly from
the hydrodynamic impulsive wall pressur~ (which is governed by Eq.
5.11), and is expressed by the eq~ation
(5.14)
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A typi~al distribution of the axial membrane stress resul-
tant, N , along the height of the tank is represented in Fig. 50. A
z
reasonable approximation of the maximum value of axial stress, which
occurs at the base of the tank, can be obtained from the bending,
moment computed about a cross section at the base of the tank (Ref.
20). This bending moment at the tank base, MBM' i~ given by
M-M=m S h +m-~ 0 a 0 s
H
S--.2.
a 2 (5.15)
wher,e m is the impulsive fluid mass, m is the mass of the shell, h
o S 0
is the vertical distance from the bottom of the tank to the impulsive
mass, H is the height of the tank, and S is the spectral acceler-
o a
ation of the flexible- shell-fluid system. Themode1 parameters m
o
and h can be determined from the" appropriate expressions presented
o
in Table 25. When calculating MBM fromEq. 5.15, ho(EBP) must be
used.
The maximum axial stress resultant, (N) ,which occurs,z "
max
at the tank base (or at z = 0), can be determined from the relation
(5.16)
(5.17)
Substitution of this value for I
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"4.-~~
'ITD 2
o
(N )
z
max
(N )
z
max
given by
into Eq. 5.16 results in
where I is the moment of inertia "of the tank cross section about the
'lTD 3h
odiameter, and is equal to ---8--
The heightwise variation'of the circumferential membrane
stress, N
z
' which is·il1ustrated in Fig. 50, can be reasonably
approximated in a conservative manner by the linear function
(1 - z/H). Therefore, the axial membrane stress, resultant variable,
o
N (z), may be expressed as
z
4 ~M(l .!-)H
oN (z) = ------
z 7TD 2
o
(5.18) .
A comparison of the N stress distribution described by Eq. 5.18
z
with the actual stress distribution is also illustrated in Fig. 50.
It is noted that Eq. 5.18 will aiways yield a slightly conservative
value for N •
z
5.3.3 Impulsive Base Shear and Overturning Moment
For liquid filled cylindrical tank~ having an aspect ratio,
H ID , within the range 0.1 to 1.5, a reasonable upper bound estimate
o 0
of the absolute maximum. hydrodynamic base shea~ due to horizontal
earthquake ground motion may be obtained from the corresponding
solution for a rigid tank. This is accomplished merely by replacing
..
the maximum ground acceleration, x, in Eq. 5.7 with the spe~tral
-acceleration, S , corresponding to the funda~ntal natural frequency
a
of the flexible shell-liquid system. The resulting expression for the
total impulsive base shear (including the mass of the tank) in a
flexible tank is given by
(Qi) = (m + m ) S
max 0 s a
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(5.19)
where m is the. mass of the impulsive liquid (refer to Table 24 for
o
analytical expression for m.) and m -is the mass of the shell.
a s
For values of H ID much grea-ter than 0.5, this approach
o 0
for calculating the maximum impulsive base shear (Eq. 5.19) is
generally too conservative. This is so because the analytical
expression for m (Table 25) tends to overestimate the impulsive
o
fluid mass participating in the fundamental mode of vibration in
that aspect ratio range. A more plausible esti~te of the impulsive
base shear for tanks having an aspect ratio and liquid depth ratio
(~/Do)greater than 0.5 can be made by effectively reducing the
impulsive fluid mass, m. Based on the results of a study con-
o
cerning the participation of the impulsive fluid mass in the first
results for impulsive base shear for" liquid filled cylindrical tanks
version of Eq. 5.19 is proposed. It is expected, that more accurate
mode of vibration- of the shell-liquid system "'(Ref. 65), a modified
(5.20)
H
= m
o
[1.1 - o. 2 (no)] Sa + m
s
Sa
o
(Q .)
J..
max
. ..
Ho/Do ~ 1.5 can be attained by the expression given by
(where ~/Ho = 1.0) having aspect ratios within the _range 0.5 <
Finally, a conservative estimate of the impulsive overturning
moment for a flexible tank may also be obtained from the corresponding
solution for a rigid tank. This may be accomplished simply by
replacing the maximum ground acceleration, X, which appe~rs in the
expression applicable to rigid tanks (Eq. 5.9), by the spectral
acceleration, S , corresponding to the flexible shell-liquid system.
a
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Thus the expression governing the impulsive overturning, moment in a
flexible, cylindrical liquid storage tank is given by
= (m h - +
o 0
m H
S 0
2 ~ S~- a (5.21)
The model parameters m and h can be determined from the approp~iate
.0 0
expressions presented in Table 25. In the calculation of (MOTM). by
1
Eq. 5.21, h (IBP) must be used~
o
5.3.4 Flow Diagram
To facilitate application of the procedures for the
seismic analysis (impulsive effects) of cylindrical liquid storage
tanks detailed in this -chapter, a flow diagram is presented
(Table 27). It is envisioned that expedient identification and
implementation of the app.ropriate expressions .developed in this
chapter will be enhanced by it. One or more' of the steps, outlined in
the flow chart may be omitted at the investigator's discretion.
5.3.5 Numerical Comparisons
To verify the accuracy of the expressions for seismic
analysis developed' in this section, numerical comparisons were made
with the results of another investigation (Ref. 26) •. An example of
both. a tall tank, and- a shallow tank are analyzed. The physical
characteristics of the' open-top, shell-fluid systems under considera-
tions are as follows:
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(a) Tall Tank (H /D = 1.5)
o 0
H = 21.95 m (72 ft)
o
D = 14.63 m (48 ft)
o
h =
E =
s
Ps =
V =
PL =
25.4 rom (1.0 in)
206900.0 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
20.3 kg/m3 (0.000733 Ib-sec2/in4)
0.3
2.6 kg/m3 (0.000094 Ib-sec2/in4)
~ = 21.95 m (72.ft)
(b) Shallow Tank (H ID = O. 333)
o 0 .
H = 12.19 m (40 ft)
0
D = 36.58 m (120 ft)
0
E = 206900.0 MN/m2 (30~OOO ksi)
s
h = 25.4 mm. (1.0 in)
3 Ib-sec2/in4)Ps = 20.3 kg/m . (0.000733
V = 0.3
3 lb-sec2/in4)PL = 2.6 kg/m (0.000094
~ = 12.-19 m (40 ft)
The input ground motion. was the N-S component of the 1940 El
Centro Earthquake. The maximum horizontal ground- acceleration for
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ratio for the shell-liquid systems was assumed to be 2% (Ref. 18).
ble shell-fluid systems were determined to beD.858 g and 0.813 g, for
The spectral acceleration, S , for the flexi-
a
tively (where g is the aC'celeration of gravity). The modal damping
the tall tank (f = 5.5 cps) and shallow tank (f = 6.23 cps), respec-
this case was 0.348 g.
A comparison of the impulsive hydrodynamic pressure at
three locations along the tank height ,(located on a vertical plane
defined by circumferential coordinate angle Q equal to 0°) is pre-
sented in Table 28 for the tall tank. The results obtained by the
present analysis are in close agreement with thos~ obtained by the
finite element method (Ref. 26). However, the impulsive, hydrodynamic
pressures calculated by the "rigid- tank" approach are substantially
less than. those obtained by either the present analysis or the finite
element method. At the 'tank's midheight, the impulsive hydrodynamic
pressure was calculated to be more than 3 times greater for a flexi-
ble tank than for a rigid tank.
In Table 29 a 'similar comparison of the axial ~tress resul-
tant, N , in a tall tank is made. Once again, the'results from the
z
present analysis are in close agreement with the results of the
finite element analysis (Ref. 26). The unconservativeness of the
rigid tank analysis is also made evident by this comparison. The maxi-
mum axial stress in a flexible tank (occurring at the base, z/H =
o
0.0), as determined by the present analysis, is approximately 2.5
times greater than that calculated for a rigid tank.
Comparisons of impulsive ,base shears and overturning moments
in the tall tank are made in Table 30. Excellent correlat-ions of the
results obtained by the present analysis with those obtained by the
finite element analysis (Ref., 26) are noted. However" the results for
base shear and overturning moment obtained by the rigid tank analysis
are unconservative by factors of 2.1 and 2.5, respectively.
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In Table 31, numerical comparisons of the impulsive hydro-
dynamic wall pressures in the shallow tank are made. Once again,
excellent agreement of the- resul'ts obtained in th~ present study with
those of Ref. 26 is cited. The pressures calculated by the "rigid
tank" theory are consistently unconservative by- a factor of 2 or more.
Finally, the numerical results of maximum impulsive axial
stress, base shear, and overturning moment for the case of the shallow
tank are presented in Table 32. Excellent correlation with the
results of the present study and the finite element investigation
(Ref. 26) is again noted. However, the values for axial stress, base
shear and overturning moment calculated by the methods developed in
the present study exceed those obtained by the "rigid tank" procedure
by factors of 2.3~ 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
The numerical comparisons described in the foregoing
validate the accuracy of the simplified procedures for the seismic
analysis of liquid-filled cylindrical tanks developed in this investi-
gatio-n. These comparisons als-a illustrate the unconservativeness of
the "rigid tankH analysis procedures which are currently employed by
many practicing engineers.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The reported investigation, dealin~ with the dynamic behavior
of cylindrical liquid storage tanks, was conducted in four separate,
but related phases:
1. Vibrational Characteristics of Empty Cylindrical
Storage. Tanks.
2. Vibrational Characteristics 'of Liquid-filled
Cylindrical Storage'Tanks.
3. Seismic Analysis of Empty Cylindrical Storage.
Tanks.
4. Seismic Analysis of Liquid-filled Cylindrical
Storage Tanks.
The results of the study pertaining to the vibrational
characteristics of empty cylindrical tanks were presented in Chapter
2. Special emphasis was assigned to the tank free vibration aspects
asssociated with· a circumferential wave number~ n, equal to one and
an axial wave number, m, also equal to one. Simple analytical
expressions,. in the form of cubic polynomials~ which accurately
predict the natural frequencies and radial mode shapes affiliated
with the n = 1, m = 1 mode were developed. Since the nature of the
vibration of this mode (n 1, m = 1) is primarily extensional,
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it was concluded that the natural frequency of the system is indepen-
dent of the shell wall thickness.
The free vibration. study concerning empty tanks was extended
to include tanks having ,a roof structure. The roof ~ystem was repre-
sented in the shell model by an equivalent circular plate contin-
uously connected at its periphery to the top of the cylinder. The
results of this aspect of the study indicated that the primary
effect of the roof structure upon the vibrational characteristics
of the shell system was a reduction in natural frequency. The obvious
explanation for this phenomenon, is that the addition of a roof
structure increases" the total mass of the system but at the same time
contributes negligibly to the stiffness of the system. Moreover, the
reduction in frequency due to the addition of a roof structur~ was
more substantial for shallow tanks than for tall tanks. The reason
fo~ this' response was attributed to the' fact that the roof structure
in a shallow tank represents a relatively greater portion of the
total mass of the tank. than does a similar roof structure in a tall
tank. Finally, simple analytical expressions were also developed
which accurately predict the natural frequency (n = 1, m = 1) and
mode shape of tanks having a roof structure.
The effect of boundary conditions upon the vibrational
characteristics of empty cylindrical storage tanks was also examined
in Chapter 2. The results of' a finite element study indicated that
the basic consequence of noncontinuous (i.e. discrete support points)
boundary conditions at the base of the tank upon the free vibration
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of the system is a coupling of the'n = 1 mode with higher order
(i.e. n > 1) circumferential modes. The' greater the deviation from
the ideal, continuous boundary conditions at the base of the tank, the
more prevalent was the mode coupling phenomenon (or the influence of
higher circumferential modes upon the free vibration of the shell).
In.Chapter 3 the results of the invest~gation concerning the
free vibration of liquid-filled cylindrical storage tanks were pre-
sented. The shell-liquid system was considered to consist of two
separate systems:
1. The shell structure together, with a stationary fluid
mass
"2. The sloshing fluid mass
From the results of the free vibration study it was concluded that the
vibration of the'sloshing fluid mass was, unaffected by the vibration
of the shell and stationary mass, and vice versa. It was also con-
cluded that .the vibration of-the sloshing fluid mass was insensitive
to shell flexibility.
Simple analytical _expressions, in the form of cubic poly-
nomials, which accurately det-ermine the natural frequency (corresp'on-_
ding to the m = 1, n = 1 mode) of the flexible shell together with
the stationary fluid mass were developed in Chapter 3. The funda-
mental natural frequency of the sloshing fluid mass (in flexible
containers), it was concluded, can be accurately determined from the
existing expressions applicable to rigid containers.
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In Chapter 4 simplified procedures for conducting a seismic
analysis (by the response spectrum 'technique) of empty cylindrical
storage tanks were presented. The results of the free vibration
studies of empty tanks, described in Chapter 2, form ,the basis of
these seismic analysis procedures. For the simplified analysis, the
empty tanks were idealized as continuous, single-degree-of-freedom'
systems. However, the pertinent vibrational parameters (such as
generalized force, generalized mass, and mode participation factor)
were def'ined and calculated with the' use of shell theory, rather than
from equivalent lumped-mass or beam mo,dels, thus assuring the'
accuracy of the procedures. Simple analytical expressions, in the
form of cubic and quadrati~ polynomials, were developed which
accurately predict shell stresses~ shell displacements, base shears
and over-turning moments induced.' in empty cylindrical storage tanks
(both with and without a roof structure) by horizontal earthquake
ground motion.
Simplified procedures for conducting a seismic (response
spectrum) analysis of flexible,' liquid-filled cylindrical storage
tanks were present~d in Chapter 5. Both' totally full and half full
liquid storage tanks were considered. -The hydrodynamic pressures
developed when a fluid container is subjected to horizontal accelera-
tions were separated into-impulsive and convective parts, and were
treated independently. The convective pressures, which are those
produced by the oscillations of the' sloshing fluid mass, can be
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accurately determined from the existing expressions applicable to
rigid containers.
Simple analytical ~xpressions, applicable to both completely
full and half full tanks, which accurately determine.impulsive hydro-
dynamic wall'pressures, shell stresses, base shear, and overturning
moment were developed' for cylihdrical tanks subjected to horizontal
earthquake ground motion. Favorable numerical comparisons for several
case studies of the results obtained from the present study with those
obtained in other investigations were made, thus verifying the
accuracy of the simplified procedures. These numerical comparisons
also illustrated the unconservativeness of the "rigid tank"
procedures currently employed by many practicing engineers.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research
The results of the invest,igations into the vibrational char-
acteristics and seismic analysis of cylindrical liquid storage tanks
presented in this dissertation are by no means final or complete.
To the contrary, the findings of the investigation reported herein
indicate several aspects of the subject area which warrant further
study. It is recommended that research be cbntinued or initiated on
the following topics:
1. The effect of roof structure on the vibration of
shallow, liquid-filled cylindrical tanks. Since
the greater portion of the liquid mass in shallow
tanks participates in sloshing, the mass of the roof
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st~ucture may have significant impact on the
natural frequency of the shell-liquid
system.
'2. The effect of roof structure on the hig~er order
(n > 1) circumferential modes of vibration
which have been found to be excited
when the boundary conditions at the base of the
tank deviate from the ideal, continuous condition.
3. Additional studies on the effect of base boundary
conditions on the vibrational characteristics of
cylindrical tanks is needed. The relationship
between mode coupling and natural frequency with
the'number of- discrete support locations for
any particular cylindrical tank is yet to be
determined.
4. The performance of. anchor bolts on cylindrical
tanks during past .earthquakes has been poor. The
localized stress conditions which develop in the tank
wall in the.vicinity of anchors, which attach the
tank to its foundation, of liquid storage tanks
subject to horizontal ground motion is an area
in which no research information exists to date.
Obviously this is another area in need of future
investigations.
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5.. The effect of the roof structure on the response of
liquid filled tanks where the freeboard is less than
the sloshing height warrants investigation. In this
case the sloshing action of the convective fluid
mass is restricted and thus could alter and compli-
cate the overall response of the shell-~l~id
system. . Also, significant hydrodynamic p~essures
against the roof structure would develop in this
situation which would undoubtedly affect design
re~ommendations for the tank roof.
Research into the aforementioned topics will undoubtedly
result in' a better understanding of the vibrational characteristics
of cylindrical liquid storage tanks, and lead to the development of
new and more realistic analysis and design procedures.
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TABLE 1
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR NATURAL FREQUENCY
'(OPEN 'TOP 'TANKS)
C1
C
2
· C3 °4 RANGE
H
1.01233 0.262992 - 4.10171 3.76038 0.1 ~ nO < 0.65
0
" H
1.08245 - 1.34536 0.686224 - 0.128323 0.65 ~ nO ~ 1.5
0
H H H
f C + c (--E..) + C
3
(--E..'\ 2 + c (--E..) 3
= 1 2 D D ) 4 D
000
TABLE 2
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS - NATURAL FREQUENCY
(QPEN TOP TANK)
(2.38)
H = 25.92 m (40 ft) E = 206,900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)0 s "
36.58 m (120 ft) 3 · 2 4D = P = 20.3 Kg/m (0.000733 lb-sec lin)
0 s
h = 25.4 nun (1.0 in)
"
= 0.3
(NATURAL "FREQUENCY IN CPS FOR n = 1, m = 1 MODE)
Present- Analysis Ref. 20 Ref. 67 Ref. 26 Ref. 68
34.29 34.03 34.08 34.04 34.66
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TABLE 3
MAXIMuM NORMALIZED SHELL DISPLACEMENT·COMPONENTS
OCCURRING AT z/H = 1.0
o
H
0
D u v w
0
0.1 .036 .0428 1.0
0.2 .0713 .166 1.0
0.3 .109 .355 1.0
0.4 .140 .533 1.0
0.5 .164 .666 1.• 0
0.6 .185 .759 1.0
0.7 .202 .822 1.0
O~8 .215 .866 1.0
0.9 .226 .897 1.0
1.0 .233 .920 1.0
1.1 .238 .937 1.0
1.2 .242 .950 1.0
1.3 .243 .960 1.0 ,
1.4 .243 .968 1.0
1.5 .242 .974 1.0
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TABLE 4
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR 'FUNDAMENTAL VERTICAL MODE
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT VARIABLE ~ (OPEN 'TOP TANKS)
i Al AZ A3 A4 RANGE;
H
-0.089975 0.798316 - 1.32103 0.725883 00.1 < - < 0.7
- D -
1 0
H
0.139783 -0.149235 0.08672 - 0.020660 0.7 < nO 2, 1.5
0
H
2.21298 -2.498860 3.75593 - 2.859850 00.1 < - < 0.7-
- D -
2 0
H
1.823820 -0.538976 - 0.314666 0.139689 0.7 < --E.. < 1.5
D -
0
H
-2.28703 5.258140 - 4.64918 1.79064 0O.12,D~O.9
3 0
H
-2.76497 4.58248 - 2.18674 0.405458 0.9 < --E.. < 1.5
D -
0
H
0.95334 0.260315 -13.5113 18.5019 0'0.1 < - < 0.5
- D -
4 0
H
0.184601 -0.504041 0.0826718 0.003546 0.5 < --E.. < 1.5
. D -
0
w (~) = C1 + Cz
z <: )2 + C4 <: )3 , 0 : 2, 1.0 (2.41)H (li) + C3
0 0 0 0 0
4
w (~) - z where (C = 1.01l: C.) (2.43)= w (-)CH H w w · 1 10 0 1=
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"TABLE 5
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS ~ FUNDAMENTAL VERTICAL MODE SHAPE
(RADIAL DISPLACEMENT w)
Present
z Analysis Ref. 26 Ref. 67H
0
0.1 .2186 .2245 .2242
0.2 .3615 .3765 .3773
0.3 .4874 .4920 .4920
0.4 .5973 .6035 .6036
0.5 .6927 .7052 .7054
0.6 .7750 .7946 .7949
0.7 .8456 .8699 .8702
0.8 .9056 .9294 .9298
0.9 .9567 .9716 .9720
1.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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TABLE 6
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR NATURAL FREQUENCY
(TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE)
K = Roof Mass Coefficient
r
Kr C1 Cz C3 C4 RANGE
H
0.786567
- 1.17223 1.07850 - 0.514795 0·.1 < DO ~ 0.65
-
0
1.0
H
0.74771 - 0.90676 0.492937 - 0.104452 0.65 < D0 ~ 1.5
0
H
0.723751 - 1.34884 1.51371 - O!751037 0.1 < --'?. < 0.65
- D -
0
2.0
H
0.60062 -0.710395 0.388042 - 0.0841134 0.65 < -J2.. < 1.5
- D -
0
H
0.689968 - 1.54628 2.05999 - 1.12655 0.1 < -J2.. < 0.65
-D -
3.0 - 0
H
0.513494 - 0.587046 0.307777 - 0.0632645 0.65 < D0 ~ 1.5
0
m H
K = 4 ....!. --'?.
r m D
C 0
m = mass of tank roof and supporting structure
r
m = mass of tank cylinder
c
H = height of tank
o
. D = diameter of tank
o
~~22-
(2.38)
(2.48)
TABLE 7 (a)
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR FUNDAMENTAL VERTICAL MODE
RADIAL'DISPLACEMENT'VARIABLE w
(Tanks with Roof Structure, K = 1.0)
r
i Al A2 A3 A4 RANGE
H
-0.0806288
- 0.305919 - 0.661456 0.734952 0.1 0 0.5
-D -1 0
H
-0.15761:3 0.496401 - 0.419872 0.113917 0.5 0 1.5D -
0
H
2.13641 - 9.80437 39.1597 -43.5108 0.1 0 0.5
-D -
0
2
H
2.65479 - 2.9480 1.90195 - 0.515507 0.5 0 1.5D -
0
H
-4.43301 19.0397, -62.3857 69.3175 0.1 0 0.5
-D -
0
3
H
-5.78996 10.8499 - 6.67043 1.36473 0.5 0 1.5D -
0
H
3.33493. - 8.75453 20.7375 -23.0417 0.1 0 0.5
-D -
0
4
H
4.49493'
- 9.47946 6.66519 - 1-.56211 0.5 0 1.5D -
0
w (~) = C1 + Cz (~) + ,C3 (~)2 + C (~)3H H H 4 H
0 0 0 0
4
W(~ = w (~) C 'where (c = I.O/L c.)H H w w
· 1 10 0 1=
(2.42)
(2.41)
(2.43)
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TABLE 7 (b)
CUBIC 'POLYNOMIAL 'COEFFICIENTS FOR FUNDAMENTAL VERTICAL MODE
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT "VARIABLE w
(Tanks with Roof Structure, K = 2.0)
r
0.0830497 - 1.314960
H
0.103063 0.5 < -£ < 1.5D -
o
RANGE'A4
. H
5.255215 0.1 ~Do ~ 0.5
o
4.828940
0.3203690.313819-0 .. 0794525
i
1
2
-1.112680 20.352000 -48.378000
Ho '36.336700 0.1 ~ n- ~ 0.5
o
2.0787270 - 1.581730
H
1.018400 - 0.359951 0.5 < -£ < 1.5D -
o
3
3.7241200 -46.806300 117.415000
H
o89.121700 0.1 ~ n- ~ 1.5
o
-2.7532500 2.7705
H
o
- 0.225263 - 0.258464 0.5 < n- 2 1.5
o
4
-1~2752700 24.1728 -63.738200 48.406300
H
0.1 < -£ < 0.5
- D -
o
H H 2 H 3
C = A + A (~) + A3 (~) + A4 (-£) , 1.. = 1, 2, 3, 4 (2. 4Z)i Ii 2i DiD i D
000
2 3
w (L)
= ~1 + Cz (L) + C3 (L) = c (L) , 0< ~ ~ 1.0 (2.41)H H H 4 H
0 0 0 0 0
4
- (L) = w- (~) c. where (c = I.oIE c.) (2.43)w H H w w i=l 10 0
1.6724500 - 1.3582 - 0.521523 0.504622
H
O 5 < -£ < 1.5
· D-
o
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TABLE 7 (c)
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR FUNDAMENTAL VERTICAL MODE
RADIAL,DISPLACEMENT'VARIABLE w
(Tanks with Roof Structure, K = 3.0)
r
i Al AZ A A4 RANGE3
H
0.1019380 1.620500 6.297910 7.233600 O.l2. no 2. 0 .4
1 0
H
-0.0951424 0.388558 - 0.416326 0.139522 0.4 < DO .2 1.5
0
H
-0.39744 14.498500 -33.773500 24.543300 0.1 2. n° 2. 0.5
2
0
H
2.09972 1.910130 1.477480 - 0.542978 0.5 < DO 2.1.5
0
H
2.52294 -34.172000 84.48100 -63.313300 0.1 < DO 2. 0.5
3 0
H
-5.90120 15.801400 -16.4294 5.992700 . 00.5 < D 2. 1.5
0
H
-0.928958 18.5036 -48.1153 36.512000 0.1.2 DO .2 0.5
4 0
H
3.13965 - 7.61006 7.32423 - 2.498780 00.5 < D < 1.5
0
H. H H 3
A (--2.) '( 0) 2 ( 0) 3 4Ci = Ii + AZi D + A3i D + A4i D i = 1, 2, ,
000 (2.42)
W· (.!.-) c + C (z) C (.!.-)2 + C (.!.-)3 0 z 1 0H = 1 2 H + 3 H 4 H <H~·
0000
4
where (C = 1.0/E C.)
w . 1 l'1=
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(2.41)
(2.43)
TABLE 8 '
NATURAL.FREQUENCIES,FOR,COS nS MODES,(m = 1)
H = 9.14 m (30 ft)
o
D = 9.14 m (30 ft)
o
h =. 4. 76 mm (0 •,1875 'in)
(Open Top Tank)
E = 206,900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
s
,3 2 4p = 20.3 kg/m (0.000733 Ib-sec lin)
s
\) = 0.,3
Circumferential Wave (n)
1
2
3
4
5
, 6
7
8
9
10
. 'Natural 'Frequency (cps)
51.58
25.7
14.18
8.746
'5.97
4.58
4.109
4.• 284
4.897
5.789
'TABLE 9
EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS UPON NATURAL FREQUENCY OF
CYLINDRICAL TANK (Axial Wa~e m = 1)
Boundary Case
-1
2
3
4
Circumferential Wave
1,
4 - 5
5
. 5,
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Frequency ( cps)
51.47
39.90
31.00
16.40
where,
TABLE "10
MODEL "PARAMETERS FOR CYLINDRICAL TANK
(Simple-Model -Refer to Fig. 27)
"1 2~ = 4" PL if Do \
rn
o
= lIl.- m
'1" - 1
g "" ~ 2
K1 = ll\r (1.19~) [tanh (3. 68 Do)]
R, Do . (3 68 ~)
1 = 3. 68 tanh • D
o
~ D 2 m1R, = ll\r [ 0_] _ t _
o m
o
2 8 ~- 1 m
o
PL = mass density of liquid in tank
g = acceleration of gravity
D = diameter of tank
o
~ = height of liquid in tank
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TABLE 11
NATURAL-FREQUENCIES 'FOR A TALL FLUID FILLED TANK
Present Analysis (Ref. 26)
Coupled Shell-m System 3.69 cps 3.56 . cps
0
Sloshing Fluid Mass m1 0.2503 cps 0.2497 cps
where
H = 21.95 m (72 ft) E = 206900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
0
D 14.63 m (48 ft) 3= Ps = 20.3 kg/m0
h 10.92 nun (0.43 in) 3= PL = 2.6 kg/m
V = 0.3 ~ = ~4.63 m (48 ft)
TABLE '12
EFFECT OF STATIONARY AND SLOSHING FLUID MASSES 'ON NATURAL
FREQUENCY OF A TALL CYLINDRICAL TANK
System
Sloshing mass m1
Shell m (coupled)
a
Shell m (uncoupled)
o
Empty .Shell
TABLE 13
Frequency (rad/sec)
1.57
23.208
23.1849
120.5
FUNDAMENTAL SLOSHING FREQUENCY IN A TALL CYLINDRICAL TANK
System
Flexible Tank
R.igid Tank
--128-
Frequency' (cps)
0.2503
0.2505
TABLE" 14
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR NATURAL FREQUENCY
(Tank Full with Liquid; .~= 1.0)
o
H
f (DO) = Cl + Cz (Ho/Do) + C3 {Ho/DO)2 + C4 {HO/DO)3
o
C1 C2 C3 C4 RANGE
H
0.801874 - 5.76702 17.4727 .- 17.9596 0O.1~D~O.4
--H
0.256054 - 0.316141 0.148879 0.0242073 0- 0.4 < - < 1.5D -
0
TABLE 15
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR NATURAL FREQUENCY
h"
(Tank Half Full with Liquid; HL = 0.5)
o
H
I (~) = G1 + C2 (H ID ) + C3 (H ID )2 + C4 (H ID )3D 0 0 0 0 0 0
o
C1 C2 C3 C4 RANGE
H
1.76195 - 14.0309 44.9335 - 48.4143 0.1 ~ DO ~ 0.4
0
H
0.369341
-
0.401425 0.215224 - 0.049211 0.4 < DO 2. 1.5
0
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D =·14.63 m (48 ft)
o
TABLE 16
NATURAL 'FREQUENCIES ,OF A-WATER FILLED SHALLOW CYLINDRICAL TANK
H = 12.19 m (40 ft) v = 0.3
0
D = 36.58 m (120 ft) E = 206900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)0
h = 25.4 mm (1 in) p = 203 kg/m3 (0.000733 lb-sec2/in4)
Water Depth, Natural Frequency (cps) .
~/Ho Ref. (26) (Ref. (20) Present Analysis
1.0 6.18 6.20 6.23
0.• 5 9.88 --- 9.70
0 34.04 34'.03 34.29
TABLE 17
NATURAL. FREQUENCIES OF A WATER FILLED TALL ·CYLINDRICAL TANK
H = 21.95 m (72 ft) E. = 206900 MN/m2 (30,000 ksi)
o
. 3 2 4
p = 20.3 kg/m (0.000733 Ib-sec lin)
Water Depth Shell Wall Thickness, Natural Frequency (cps)
~/Ho h Ref. (26) Present ··Analys-is
1.0 25.4 rom (1.0 in) 5.31 5.43
1.0 10.82 mm (0.43 in) 3.56 3.63
1.0 7.315 mm (0.288 in) 2.93 2.97
0.5 25.'4 mm (1.0 in) 11.42 11.492
0.5 10.92 mm (0.43 in)
-- 9.18
0.5 7.315 nun (0.288 in) -- 7.67
0
--- 19.26 19.18
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TABLE 18
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR MODAL PARTICIPATION FACTOR, r
(OPEN-TOP TANKS)
C1 'C C3 C4 RANGE2
H
0.0684453 0.0896858 0.0994536 0.0055273 0.1 < --2. < 1.5
- D -
0
H H 2 H 3
-r C + C (--2.) + c (0) + C (~)
=1 2D 3D' 4n
0 0
TABLE 19
(4.34)
CUBIC POLYNOMIAL, COEFFICIENTS FOR MODAL PARTICIPATION FACTOR
(TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE)
K - Roof Mass Coefficient
r
K', C1 Cz C3 C4 RANGEr
H
1.0 0.0339638 0.245286 - 0.0366713 0.0531889 0.1 < -.Q. < 1.5
- D -
0
H
2.0 0.040868 0.040868 - 0.0705786 0.05515 0.1 < --2. < 1.5-
- D -
0
.H
3.0 0.0558758 ·0.290178 ~ 0.0470643 0.0553761 0.1 < --a. < 1.5
-D -
0
H H 2 H 3
r = C1 + Cz (no) + C3 (no) + C4 (no)
000
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(4.34)
.TABLE 20
QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR AXIAL STRESS VARIABLE N
, z
(OPEN-TOP TANKS)
i A1 AZ" A3 RANGE
H
- 0.442257 4.18610 - 2.97839 0~1 2 DO ~ 0.7
0
1
H
1.38914 - 0.453727 0.00377905 0.7 <-2. < 1.5D -
0
H
0.714654 - 6.60974 4.5501-5 0-0.1 < - < 0.7
_. D -
0
2
H
- 2.-Z6655 0.740323 - 0.008797 0.7 < -2. < 1.5D -
0
H
- 0.266922 2.37431 - 1.55248 00.1 < - < 0.7
- D -
0
3
H
0.858539
-
0.289564 0.00815617 0.7 < -2. < 1.5D -
0
H H
Ci = Ali + AZi (DO) + A3i (nO)Z, i = 1, 2, 3 (4.38)
o 0
o < ~ < 1.0H - -
o
(4.37)
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TABLE 21
'QUADRATIC' POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS VARIABLE
(OPEN-TOP TANKS)
i Al AZ A3 RANGE
H
0.191939 - 0.547297 0.442259 0O.1<D~O.6
0
1
H
0.0511747 - 0.0731962 0.0261525 0.6 < DO < 1.5
0
H
0.978298 0.12189' - 2.05627 0.1 < -.2. < 0.6
-D -
2 0
H
0.767036 -"0.938242 0.291029 00.6 < - < 1.5D -
0
H
0.0650312 - 1.86341 2.64265 0.1 < --.2.. < 0.6
- D -
3 0
H
- 0.344946 0.499699 - 0.180198 0.6 < -.2. < 1.5D -
0
(4 .. 37)
2
Ng (~ ) = C1 + C2 (~ ) + C3 (~ ) , 0.2 < ~ ~ 1.0
000 0
H H 2
Ci =.A1i + A2i (DO) + A3i (DO) , i = 1, 2, 3
o 0
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(4.38)
·TABLE 22 (a)
QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR AXIAL STRESS VARIABLE N
z
TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 1.a
r
i Al A2 A3 RANGE
H
0.265048 2.6922 - 2.31527
o .
0.1 < - < 0.6
. - D - .
1 ....... 0
.....
H
1.12862 0.0138629 - 0.21145 0.6 < --2. < 1.5D -
0
H
- 0.165426 - ·3.43119 2.49912 00.1 < - < 0.6
- D -
0
2
H
- 1.46742 0.0583485 0.'173056 00.6 < - < 1.5D -
0
H
- 0.103181 0.847816 - 0.388429 ' 00.1 < - < 0.6
- D -
0
3 H
0.211874, 0.159939 - 0.0.66615 00.6 < - < 1.5D -
0
H H 2
C A + A (--2.) + A (0)i = Ii 21 D 3i . n- '
o 0
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i =:: 1, 2, 3
o < .!- < 1.0H -
o
(4.38)
(4.37)
TABLE 22(b)
QU4DRATIC~POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR AXIAL STRESS VARIABLE N
- z
TANK WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 2.0
r
i Al A A3 RANGE2
H
0.478068 2.48205 - 2.37272 00.1 < - < 0.6
-"n -
1 0
H
1.29212 - 0.24022 - 0.12052 0,,6 <--£'<1.5D -
0
H
- 0.431494 - 2.98807 2.67065 00.1 < - < 0.6
- D -
0
2
H
- 1.23845 - 0.-190285 0.288065 0.6 < -£ < 1.5D -
0
-~
H
- 0.019253 0.395888 - 0.130243 0.1 ~ DO ~ 0.6
0
3 H
0.0111039 0.346697 - 0.• 141286 0.6 <Do~1.5·
0
H H 2
C A A (~) + A (0)1 = 1i + 21 D 3i n- '
o 0
2
N C + c (£-) + c (z)
z= 1 2 H 3·1I
o 0
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i = 1, 2, 3
a < £- < 1.0
H -
o
(4. 38)
(4.37)
QUADRATIC
TABLE 22(c)
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR AXIAL STRESS VARIABLE N
z
TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 3.0
r
i Al A2 A3 RANGE
H
0.608212 2.57544 - 3.05494 00.1 < - < 0.5
. -D -
0
1
-' H
1.36414 - 0.370922 - 0.0642124 00.5 < - < 1.5D -
0
H
- 0.557884 - 3.1266 ~3.6894 00.1 < - < 0.5
- D -
0
2
H
- 1.39594 0.198098 0.117251 00.5 < D ~ ·1.5
0
H
- 0.033353 0.542025 - 0.618857 0
."
0.1 < - < 1.5
-D -
0
3
.. H
- 0.00627 0.291839 - 0.119137 00.5 < - < 1.5D -
0
i = 1, 2, 3 (4.38)
(4.37)
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T·ABLE 23(a)
qUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS VARIABLE
TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 1.0
r
i Al AZ A3 RANGE
H
0.0821146 - 0.121017 0.0352807 00.1 ~ D ~ 0.8
0
1 ;"".
H
0.0469199 - 0.0668164 . 0.0244768 0.8 < -9.. < 1.5D -
0
H
- 0.0710643 0.339102 - 0.19281 0O.1~D<O.8
'0
2
H
0.228774
- 0.260197 0.0783451, 00.8 < -.< 1.5D -
0
H
0.636397
- 1.51931 0.906262 00.1 < - < 0.8
- D - -
0
3
H
0.0325932 - 0.0537606 0.0237666 0.8 < -£ < 1.5D -
0
H H 2
C . A' (-£) + A (-2..)i = Ali + 2i D . 31 D
o 0
i= 1, 2, 3 (4.38)
2
= C1 + Cz (~ ) + C3 (~ )
o 0
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z0.2 < - < 1.0
- H -
o
(4.37)
TABLE 23(b)
QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS VARIABLE
TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 2.0
r
i Al AZ A3 RANGE
H
0.352785 - 1.24997 1.11839 00.1 <- < 0.7
- D -
0
1
H
0.0093189 - 0.0017308 - 0.003·029 0.7 < ~ < 1.5D -
0
H
- 2.80075 14.5698 - 18.9509 00.1 < - < 0.4
- D -
0
2 H
0.126277 - 0.1447742 0.0465587 00.4 < _. < 1.5D -
0
H
1.33861
- 2.42524 1.54085 0- 0.1 < - < 0.4
- D -
0
3
H
0.0582763 - 0.0755686 0.0267977 0.4 < DO ~ 1.5
0
H H 2
Ci = Ali + A2i (DO) + A3i (DO), i = 1, 2, 3 (4.38)
o 0
2
- (z ) = C = C (~) + C (~)Ne H 1 2 H 3 H
000
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0.2 2~ 2 1.0
o
(4.37).
TABLE 23(c)
9VADAT~~C POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR CIRCUMFERENTIAL STRESS VARIABLE
TANKS WITH ROOF STRUCTURE, K = 3. 0
'r
i = 1, 2, 3 (4.38)
z
0.2 ~ Ii ~ 1.0
o
(4.37)
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H H 2
= C + C (~) + C (--2..)1 2 D 3 D
o 0
i Al A2 A3 RANGE
H
0.148724 - 0.329932 0.149165 0.1 ~ D0 ~ 0.5
0
1
H
0.0414211 - 0.062895 0.0244114 0.5 <Do~1.5
0
H
- 1.56127 8.25974 -·11.6807 00.1 ~ D ~ 0·4
0
2
H
0.0275444 0.00954823 - 0.0170391 0.4 0< D < 1.5
0
H
0.358804 2.51895 7.38195 0~ 0.1 ~ D ~ 0.4
0
3
·R
0.119292 - 0.198201 0.0834478 0.4 0< D ~ 1.5
0
TABLE 24
FLOW -DIAGRAM - SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF EMPTY CYLINDRICAL TANKS
fGiven: H , D , E, pIo 0
1P
Determine Natural Frequency
1) - 2.38f, Eq.
2) f, Eq. 2.39
-'~
Determine Mode Shape
(radial displacement component, w)
1) C. , i = 1, 2, 3:t 4, Eq. 2.42
J..
-
2) - 2.41, w, . Eq.
I
3) - 2.43w, Eq.
Determine Spectral Quantitites
Calculate Mode Participation Factor, r
s·v'
1) r, Eq. 4•34
2) r, Eq. 4.36
Sa' Sd' From Appropriate
Response Spectrum
t
-1AO-
TABLE 24'(continued)
,
- -~
-
•
~ r
Shell Membrane Shell Radial . Base Shear and
Stress Resultants Displacement, w . Overturning Moment
(NS' Nz) ..
1) Ci , 1) C. , 1) lJJ(z) , Eq. 2.431-
i = 1,2,3 Eq. 4.38 i = 1,2,3,4 Eq. 2.42 2) Q
max- -
- -
,
2) N, Eq. 4.37 2) w, Eq. 2.41 Eq. 4.42 (4.44)
- -3) N, Eq. 4.39 3) w, Eq. 2.43 3) MOTM'
4) N , or N , 4) w, Eq. 4.3-3 Eq. 4.43 (4.45)e z
Eq. 4.33
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(rD
o
2~
TABLE 25
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR CYLINDRICAL TANK
(SIMPLE MODEL - REFER TO FIG. 3.3)
1 2
IL = - P ?TD ~
'1' 4 L 0 -"L
D
Il\r tanh (/3~)
m =
o
Do ' ~
m1 = 0.159 ~ tanh (3.68 Do) Il\r
3
ho(EBP) = 8' ~
1h (IBP)= -
o 8
___4._0 1.0
D
tanh (fj~)
13 Do
2~
cosh ~(3.68"j) - 1.0
hI (EBP) 1.0 - 0 ~= ~ hL3".68 "j) sinh (3.68 "j))
0 0
. ~
cosh (3.68 i») - 2.01
h1(IBP) 1.0 - 0 ~=
3.68 ; sinh ~(3.68 "j))
0 0
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where,
TABLE 25 (continued)
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR CYLINDRICAL TANK
-(SIMPLE MODEL - REFER TO FIG. 3.3)
0.585 ~ 2
K1 =. ~ ll\r g(tanh 3.68 Do)
. p = mass density of liquid in tankL
g = acceleration of gravity
D = diameter of tank
o
~ = height of liquid in tank
-143-
TABLE 26
RELATIVE LOCATION, OF MAXIMUM WALL ACCELERATIONS IN
LIQUID-FILLED CYLINDRICAL TANKS
z
H m
0 H
o
D ~ = 1.0 hL0
H H = 0.5
0 0
0.1 0.05 0.03
0.2 0.11 0.07
0.3 0.18 0.15
.0.4 0.28 0.17
0.5 0.40 0.18
0.6 0.49 0.19
0.7 0.57 0.21
0.8 0.62 0.23
0.9 0.67 0.25
1.0 0.70 0.27
1.1 1.0 0.28
1.2 1.0 0.29
1.3 1.0 0.30
1.4 1.0 0.31
1.5 1.0 0.33
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TABLE 27
FLOW DIAGRAM - SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF CYLINDRICAL LIQUID STORAGE
TANKS (IMPULSIVE EFFECTS)
Determine model parameters
m ,h - Table 25
o 0
,.
Determine natural frequency of
flexible shell-liquid system.
1) £, Eq. 3.34
~2) f, (a) Eq. 3.35 fo~ H: = 1.0
o
~(b) Eq. 3.36 for H: = 0.5
o
.'
Determine spectral acceleration, S , for flexible
a
shell-liquid system from appropriate response spectrum
-145-,
-TABLE '27 '(continued)
. ,
Calculate Impulsive Hydrodynamic Pres'sure~
1) p.(e, z), Eq. 5.11
1.
z
m(a) H' Table 26·
o
z ~ ~(b) tP(li)' Eq. 5.12 (iI = 1.0) or Eq. 5.13 (H = O.~)
o 0 0
- ' -
Calculate Shell
Membrane Stresses
1) Ne, Eq. 5.14
2) N , Eq. 5.18
z
(a) MBM' Eq. 5.15
Calculate Base Shear
and Overturning Moment'
1) (Q ),' (a) Eq. 5 .19 ,
max i H
ofor 0.1 ~ n- ~ 0.5
o
(b) Eq. 5.20, ~
H
fpr 0.5 < nO ~ 1.5
o
2) (MOTM).' Eq. 5.21
1.
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l
TABLE 28
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF IMPULSIVE HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURES
FOR A TALL TANK.
z Present Ref. 26 RigidH Analysis Tank
0
0.083 ' 48125.4 Pa 51848 •.6 Pa 33853.2 Pa
(6.98 psi) (7.52 psi) (4~91 psi)
0.1 5102.1.2 Pa ..57916.0 Pa 33646.4 Pa
(7.4 psi) (8.4 psi) (4.88 psi)
0.5 83978.1 Pa 81702.9 Pa 25510.6 Fa
(12.18 psi) (11.85 psi) (3.7 psi)
TABLE 29
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF AXIAL STRESS RESULTANT, N
z
FOR A TALL TANK.
z Present Ref. 26 RigidH Analysis Tank
0
0.0 1.48 MN/m
--
0.602 MN/m
(8.47 k!in) (3.44 k/in)
0.0958 1.48~MN/m 1.47 MN/m --
(8.46 k/in) (8.38 k/in)
0.125 1.36 MN/m 1.25 MN/m --
(7.76 k/in) (7.12 k/in)
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TABLE 30
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF IMPULSIVE HYDRODYNAMIC BASE
SHEAR AND OVERTURNING MOMENT FOR A TALL TANK
Present Ref. 26 RigidAnalysis Tank
Base 24.1 MN 22.,7 MN 11.4 M:N"
2' 2 (25.6 x 102 kips)Shear (54.2 x 10 kips) (51.1 x 10 kips)
Overturning 232.7 MN-m
-- 92.9 MN-m
Moment (1.69 x 105 k-ft) (6.86 x 104 k-ft)
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TABLE 31
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF 'IMPULSIVE, HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURES
FOR A SHALLOW TANK
z Present Ref. 26 RigidH Analysis Tank
0
0.1 7246·3.9 Pa 65707.0 Pa 35370.1 Pa
(10.51 psi) (9.53 psi) (5.13 psi)
0.5 61914.9 Pa 58743.3 Pa 26820.6 Fa
(8.98 psi) (8.~2 psi) (3.89 psi)
0.9 8894.2 Fa 17788.5 Pa 6798.2 Pa
(1.29 psi) (2.58 pS,i) (0.986 psi)
TABLE'32
NUMERICAL COMPARISONS OF MAXIMUM AXIAL STRESS RESULTANT, N IMPULSIVE
z
HYDRODYNAMIC BASE SHEAR, AND IMPULSIVE 'HYDRODYNAMIC OVERTURNING
MOMENT FOR A SHALLOW TANK
Present Ref. 26 RigidAnalysis Tank
(N ) 0.182 MN/m 0.190 MN/m 0.078 MN/m
z
max (1.04 k/in) (1.08 k/in) (0.446 k/in)
Base 41.1 MN 39.7 MN 17.4 MN
Shear (92.4 x 102 k) (89.2 x 102 k) (39.2 x 102 k)
Overturning 572.8 MN-m
--
244.0 MN-m
Moment (4.2 x 105 k-ft) (1. 8 x 105 k-ft)
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Fig. 1 Circumferential Vibration Mode Shapes
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Fig. 2 Axial Vibration Mode Shapes
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Axis of Symmetry
/
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Radial Displacement, w
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I
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Boundary _
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Ground Motion
~ig. 3 Cylindrical Tank Uniformly Attached to a Rigid
Foundation
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xReference Surface
Fig. 4 Two-Dimensional Reference Surface
--..
r =Position Vector of P
~-~......---~-Y
J
Fig. 5 Metric Components and Normal Vector
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zFig. 6 T~pical Geometry for an Axisymmetric Shell
z
----~-......--.~~~-_r__:_---. te
Contour SheJ J
r =r (z)
..........~~--+---------- y
Meridional. Cente7.
of Curvature
C2
Fig. 7 Differential Element of An Axisymmetric Shell
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(a) Force Resultants
z
· Mep8 +dMep8
( b) Moment Resultants
Fig. 8 Force and Moment Resultants for an Element of an
Axisymmetric Shell
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(0)
z
uep =u
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Fig. 9 Displacement Components and Dimensions
for a Cylindrical Shell
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(0) Elevation
(b) Section A - A
Fig. 10 Typical Storage Tank Details
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Stiffener Plates
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Fig. 11 Typical Anchor Bolt Details
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Anchor Plate
Foundation
Stiffener Plate
Continuous
Ring Plate
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Fig. 12 Coordinates of an Axisymmetric Shell
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Fig. 13 Frequency versus Tank Aspect Ratio
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Fig. 14 Natural Frequencies of Open-Top Cylindrical Tanks
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Fig. 15 Fundamental Vertical Mode Shape
Roof Truss
Foundation
Fig. 16 Storage Tank with Supported Roof
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Equivalent Flat Plate Roof
hr ~ Kr h
,
Ho
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Fig. 17 Cylindrical Shell Model with
Circular Plate Roof
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Fig. 18 Effect of Roof Mass on Natural Frequency of
Cylindrical Storage Tanks
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Fig. 19 Typical Discretization for Finite
Element Parametric Study
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Various Cases of Boundary Condition at Base
of Cylindrical Storage Tank
Fig. 20
~. ..
.',
tt Boundary Case I .. Anchors @ 20 0
~ Boundary Case 2 - Anchors @ 40 0
0 Boundary Case '3 - Anchors @ 60 0
0 Boundary Case 4 - Anchors @ 1200
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVE NUMBER (n)
9.0, 7.05.03.0
O'------~----...L.------a.----..a..---
1.0
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Fig. 21 Natural Frequency versus Number of
Circumferential Waves
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Fig. 22 Circumferential Mode Shape for Boundary
Condition Case 2 (Anchors @ 40°)
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y------+--+-x
Fig. 23 Circumferential Mode Shape for Boundary
Condition Case 3 (Anchors @ 600 )
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y-----+--+--x
Fig. 24 Circumferential Mode Shape for Boundary
Condition Case 4 (Anchors @120°)
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Fig. 25 Fluid Sloshing in a Cylindrical Tank
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Fig. 26 Complex Mechanical Model for a Cylindrical Tank
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Fig. 27 Simple Mechanical Model for a Cylindrical Tank
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Fig. 28 Analytical Model of Shell-Liquid System
Fig. 29 Distribution of Sloshing Fluid Spring
Force in the Shell
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Fig. 30 Shell Displacement Components
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Fig. 31 Frequency versus Aspect Ratio for Cylindrical
Tanks Full with Water
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Fig. 32 Frequency versus Aspect Ratio for Cylindrical
Tanks Half Full with Water
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Fig. 33 Natural Frequencies of Tanks Full with Water
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Fig. 34 Natural Frequencies of Tanks Half Full with Water
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Fig. 35 Natural Frequencies of Empty, Half Full, and
Completely Full Cylindrical Tanks
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Fig. 36 Sloshing Fluid Mass versus Tank Aspect Ratio
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Fig. 37 Radial Displacement Mode Shapes for a Liquid-
Filled Tall· Tank
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Fig. 38 Radial Displacement Mode Shapes for a Liquid-
Filled Shallow Tank
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Fig. 39 Axisymmetric Shell on Moving Foundation
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Fig. 42 Mode Participation Factor versus Tank Aspect Ratio·
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Fig. 43 Mode Par~icipation Factor for Open-Top
Cylind~1cal Tanks
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Fig. 44 Cylindrical Shell Model
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Fig. 45 Typical Axial Stress Resultant Distribution in an
Empty Cylindrical Tank Undergoing Lateral Vibration
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Fig. 46 Typical Circumferential Stress Resultant Distribution
in an Empty Cylindrical Tank Undergoing Lateral
Vibration
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Fig. 47 Representation of Cylindrical Shell by
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Fig. 50 Linear Approximation for Axial Stress Resultant
Distribution in a Liquid-Filled Cylindrical Tank
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NOMENCLATURE
= any desired variable (such as displacement or stress)
of the forced vibration solution
= polynomial coefficient
= . variable corresponding to A, taken from the free
vibration solution
= frequency constant (1600.2 in/sec; 5252 ft/sec)
= polynomial coefficient
= mode participation constant (0.0017952 in/sec;
0.0005472 ft/sec)
= circumferential stress constant (10~75.7 MN/m3;
o
5080000.0 Ib/in3)
D
o
( 293
D
3. 7 MN/m3,.= axial stress constant
' .. ' 0
139~000.0 Ib/in.3)
o
= radial displacement constant
shell elasticity constant (D = Eh3/12(1 - v2 )
= diameter of a cylindrical tank
=
30,000 ksi)
= horizontal force exerted by' spring of sloshing
fluid mass to shell wall
-197-
= moment of inertia about a cross section at the
F(t) ,
G
H
I
=
=
=
Duhamel integral
generalized force for sloshing fluid mass
......... 2"
1/(1 + D sin 0)
Kr2
J
base of the tank
= generalized force for an empty cylindrical shell
K = shell elasticity constant (K = Eh )2I - V
K
n
K
r
L
M
~M
M
o
= spring stiffness of liquid mass participating in
th 1 h- dn s os 1ng mo e
= roof mass coefficient
= spring stiffness of liquid mass partic'ipating
in first sloshing mode
= characteristic length of shell
= generalized mass for empty cylindrical shell
= bending moment about a cross section at the base
of the tank
equivalent mass of shell and stationary fluid mass
= convective hydrodynamic overturning moment
= impulsive hydrodynamic overturning moment
= generalized mass for shell and stationary fluid
mass
-198,-
M0, MS' M0Q ·= moment resultants
N(~)
H
o
=
=
stress variable for N
z
or Ne
non-dimensional stress function for N
z
or Ng
p
N0, Ne, NS0 = membrane stress resultants
= ..1:- + V sin0
R0 r
= convective h~drodynamic base shear
= impulsive hydrodynamic base shear
= transverse shear resultants
= radius of the latitude circle at the location where
the sloshing fluid mass spring is attached
s
S
a
(8 )
a 1
s
v
u
x
= radius of curvature of the meridian
- length of the normal between any point on the
reference surface and- the axis of rotation
= arclength along the meridian
= maximum pseudo spectral acceleration
= spectral acceleration of fundamental sloshing
fluid mass
= maximum spectral displacement
= 'spectral displacement of fundamental sloshing
fluid mass
= maximum pseudo velocity
= amplitude factor for horizontal foundation
displacement
-199-
u
x
= -horizontal time dependent displacement of the
foundation
= displacement of shell wall parallel to the xl-axis
at the location of the fundamental sloshing fluid
mass spring
v = volume of the shell wall from the bottom of the
shell to the point where the sloshing mass spring
a
(K1) is attached
= radius of cylindrical shell
d
max
= maximum water surface displacement
f = natural frequency, cycles per second
= non-dimensional frequency function
= shell wall thickness
= acceleration of gravity
= time variation of horizontal foundation displacement
measured fromm ,
n
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the base of the tank
thickness of tank roof plate
the base of the tank
height to fundamental sloshing fluid mass, ml ,
measured from the base of the tank
height to stationary fluid mass, m
o
' measured from
height to sloshing fluid mass,
=
=
=
=
= height of liquid in tank
g
f (t)
x
h
n
h
o
h
r
h
+ -+- +
i, j, k
~
n
~
o
= unit vectors parallel to the x, y and z axes,
respectively
= distance measured from the free surface of the
thliquid to the location of the n sloshing fluid
mass, m
o
= distance measured from the free surface of the
liquid t~ the location of the stationary fluid
= distance' measured from the free surface of the
liquid to the location of the sloshing fluid
mass participating in the first mode of vibration, m1
m
m
c
m
n
m
r
rn-
a
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
axial wave nu~ber
mass of tank cylinder
f 1 ··d .. · 1n the nthmass 0 1qu1 part1clpat1ng.
sloshing mode
mass of tank roof structure
total mass of fluid in tank
stat,ionary liquid mass
mass of liquid participating in the first
sloshing mode
n
p.
].
= circumferential wave number
= dynamic wall pressure
= convective hydrodynamic wall pressure
= impulsive h~drodynamicwall pressure
= hydrostatic wall pressure
. -201-
+p
q(t)
q(z)
r
r, Q, z
+
r
= 'shell surface load vector
= generalized coordinate for axisymmetric shell
= effective inertia force per unit length of shell
= radius of curvature of the parallel
= .cylindrical coordinates
= position vector from the origin of the Cantesian
coordinate system to a point on the reference
surface
=
=
=
=
unit tangent vector for- the ~1 curve
unit tangent vector for the' s~ curve
w'
unit vector determined from the' cross product
+ +
of t 1 and t z
triad of unit vectors tangent to the ~, 9 and ~
coordinate curves, respectively
u
r
= shell displacement perpendicular to the axis
of symmetry
= displacement of the middle surface in the
meridional circumferential, and radial directions,
respectively
+.
U = displacement vector" of points lying on the
-z
w(-)H
o
reference surface
= displacement vector of lowest mode of free vibration
= corrected radial displacement functions (= C w(~)
w H
o
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!!!!z
w(-)H
o
x(t)
..
X
x, y, z
[A(x)]
[I]
[T (x) ]
[W(x)]
{c}
{d(x)}
= radial displacement function
= horizontal component of earthquake ground motion
= horizontal component of earthquake ground
acceleration
= maximum value of horizontal earthquake ground
accelerat'ion
= Cartesian coordinates
= matrix of shell differential equation
= identity matrix
= transformation matrix
= matrix of homogeneous solutions to shell
differential equations
= matrix of arbitrary constants
= matrix containing particular solutions to
shell differential equations
{y(x)}
r
_H
r (--2.)
D
o
'12
lJJ(z)
=
=
=
=
=
=
matrix of fundamental variables
mode participation factor
non-dimensional ,mode participation function
a2 , 1 a 1 a2 a2Laplace .operator -(= -- + - ~ + - -- + --)
ar2 r' -dr r 2 (392 dZ2
fluid velocity potential
shape function for determining wall accelerations
in a fluid-filled tank
l/J(~)H
o
= deflection configuration for empty cylindrical tank
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=13~
o(x)
£0' 8 Q
2;1' 2;2
Q
Bh .
ll(z)
V
-)-
V
P
PE
p.
m
o
= . metric component of ~l
metric component of Z; 2
= angle of rotation of the normal in the meridional
direction
= angle of rotation of the normal in the
circumferential direction
= describes change in thickness of shell wall
= Dirac delta function
= normal strains on the reference surface
= coordinates on the reference surface
= circumferential coordinate angle
- angular amplitude of. free oscillations at the
liquid surface
= mass p'er unit length
= Poisson's ratio
= .displacement field for an axisymmetric shell
= mass. density of shell material
= equivalent mass density of shell wall material
plus stationary fluid mass
= mass density of liquid in ta~k
= density measure of stationary fluid mass over
shell wall volume, V
3
= mass' density of steel (20.3 kg/m ;
0.000733 Ib-sec2/in4)
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ww
n
I
w
II
w
3
= mass density of water (2.6 kg/m ;
0.000094 lb-sec2/in4)
= density measure of shell wall (= ph)'
= angle between the axis of symmetry of the shell
and the shell normal
= natural circular frequency, radians per second.
= natural frequency of coupled shell and stationary
fluid mas-s
= natural frequency of fluid mass participating in
the nth sloshing mode
= natural frequency of fluid mass participating in
first sloshing mode
= sloshing fluid frequency (first mode) determined
for the coupled shell-liquid system (from Eq. 3.13)
= natural frequency of shell and stationary fluid
mass for the coupled shell-liquid system
(from Eq. 3.13)
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